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Abstract

Cardiovascular disease is the foremost cause of mortality in the United States.
Myocardial infarction often results from atherosclerotic occlusion of coronary arteries.
Coronary angioplasty is performed to restore cardiac blood flow and function.
Angioplasty is the most widely used interventional technique for coronary occlusion
events. However, long term benefits are curtailed by vascular endothelium injury.
Endothelial denudation often leads to the processes of thrombosis, inflammation, and
restenosis that subject patients to reoccurrence of myocardial infarction. The current
clinical therapies prescribed to patients with coronary artery disease are a combination of
drugs used to control blood pressure, lipid levels and glucose levels. Unfortunately, none
of these treatment regimens are designed to repair or replace damaged endothelium.
Bone marrow (BM)-derived mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) can differentiate into
endothelial cells (ECs) in the presence of vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) —
165 in vitro. Translational models have demonstrated that differentiated BM-derived
MSCs can be transplanted into the site of angioplasty-induced endothelial injury.
However, re-endothelialization by VEGF-induced BM-derived MSCs remains a complex
clinical challenge. Following intracoronary or transendocardial delivery of the BMderived MSCs, only ~10% of the differentiating cells engraft, and the majority of those
persist as immature ECs. Currently, the mechanisms underlying EC-engraftment and reendothelialization are not well understood. In patients undergoing coronary intervention,
the mechanical process involved in performing angioplasty itself is known to stimulate
atherogenesis. The goal of this study is to decipher a potential role of angioplasty-induced
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atherogenic mediators on the differentiation of BM-derived MSCs into ECs. The central
hypothesis of these studies is that pro-atherogenic mediators, which are triggered after an
angioplasty, inhibit VEGF-165-induced differentiation of BM-derived MSCs into ECs.
In this study, immunofluorescence was used to examine the expression levels of
atherogenic mediators in left circumflex artery (LCX) samples from microswine.
Microswine designated for angioplasty were maintained on a high cholesterol diet. After
six months, the animals were subjected to angioplasty. Control microswine maintained on
the same high cholesterol diet received no angioplasty. Atherogenic mediators interleukin
(IL)-6, tumor necrosis factor (TNF) α, and Angiotensin (Ang) II were discovered to be
upregulated at the interventional site. Subsequent experiments were performed to
decipher

the

molecular

mechanism

governing

VEGF-induced

differentiation.

Fluorescence activated cell sorting (FACS) analysis revealed that naïve BM-derived
MSCs cultured in differentiation media containing VEGF demonstrated increased
expression of EC-specific markers—Von Willebrand factor(vWF), platelet endothelial
cell adhesion molecule (PECAM)-1, and vascular endothelial(VE)-cadherin), VEGF R2,
Sox18, and enhanced endothelial tube formation. siRNA-mediated-knockdown of Sox18
inhibited EC differentiation whereas Sox18 overexpression induced VEGF R2
expression. Lastly, the inhibitory effects of the identified atherogenic mediators on
VEGF-induced differentiation were examined via polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and
western blot analyses. The results demonstrate that in comparison to VEGF alone, VEGF
in combination with Ang II supported a robust increase in EC-specific marker expression
and endothelial tube formation. VEGF-mediated EC differentiation was markedly
suppressed in the presence of IL-6 and/or TNFα. Addition of Ang II to VEGF and IL-6 or
iv

TNFα was sufficient to rescue induction of the EC phenotype. Thus, Ang II promotes but
IL-6 and/or TNFα inhibit VEGF-induced differentiation of BM-derived MSCs into ECs.
Here, I demonstrate that VEGF mediates BM-derived MSC differentiation into EC
through the induction of Sox18, a transcription factor that promotes EC differentiation.
These results suggest that the local production of atherogenic mediators has a large effect
on EC phenotype. These findings have important clinical translational implications for
cell-based therapies designed to re-endothelialize coronary arteries following
intervention. Treatments such as anti-inflammatory drugs may be useful in promoting reendothelialization with BM-derived MSC transplant in coronary arteries.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Cardiovascular Disease (CVD): Historical perspective

The lifestyle of a person in today’s modern industrial societies is drastically different
from that of the predominantly agricultural societies from the past. The rates of obesity,
diabetes, and the incidence of CVD have risen considerably in the past few generations
(1). It is widely accepted that lifestyle changes in people’s diets and decrease in activity
levels are the culprits to these modern epidemics (2). However, the appearance of
atherosclerotic vascular disease has a much earlier beginning, i.e., during the Egyptian
era of the Pharaohs, as discussed by David et al., 2010(3). Most likely, multiple dietary,
lifestyle, and genetic factors must be taken into account in assessing the risks associated
with the development of cardiovascular diseases (4).
1.2. Development of Atherosclerosis (Stenosis)
Atherogenesis begins with the accumulation of lipids and cholesterol in the
subendothelial (intimal) layer of the coronary arteries forming fatty streaks (5, 6).
Atherosclerotic lesions are well-documented in arteries of adolescents and even in some
young children (7, 8). Atheromas continue to grow throughout a person’s lifespan (9).
Atherosclerosis has been described as a lipid storage disease (10). Plaques are
characterized by accumulation of calcified low density lipoprotein (LDL), macrophages,
smooth muscle cells, calcium, platelets, dendritic cells, lymphocytes and streaks of fatty
tissue substances (11). Plaques also display features of local vascular inflammation (12).
Diverse types of coronary plaques have been identified and characterized based on lesion
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size, girth of lipid core and thickness of fibrous cap (12, 13). The term “Coronary Artery
Disease” (CAD) was coined to include the different lesion types, varying ranges of
clinical manifestation, and management strategies (14). Severe atherosclerosis can cause
arterial occlusion. Occlusion of the coronary arteries can results in ischemia of the
myocardium. Damage to the heart impairs its ability to pump blood to the body. If left
untreated, plaques may totally occlude blood vessels or rupture suddenly, leading to
thrombotic blockage, myocardial infarction and eventual death (13). Thrombotic
fragments may also lodge in cerebral vessels prompting cerebral occlusion, tissue
hypoxia, and stroke (15).
1.3. Common Medications for Reducing Coronary Atherosclerosis

1.3.1. Lipid-lowering drugs are often used to slow down progressive blockage by
atheromatous lesions (16). Some of the more common prescription drugs against plaque
development and vascular complications include statins, aspirin, and ACE inhibitors (17).
However, occlusive vascular disease still remains a serious problem. Some of these drugs
are discussed below.
1.3.3. Statins – Statins were initially developed to inhibit enzyme 3-hydroxyl-3-methylglutaryl-coenzyme-A (HMG Co A) reductase and reduce endogenous production of
cholesterol (4). Statins also display numerous off-target effects. Simvastatin reduces
saphenous vein vascular SMC proliferation and migration (18). Simvastatin and
atorvastatin have been shown to inhibit human aortic SMC proliferation (19) (Figure 1)
and induce expression of contractile marker proteins SM-α-actin and SM-MHC requiring
2

transcriptional protein GATA-6 (20). The fibrous cap of plaques is composed mainly of a
SMC layer (21, 22); which acts as a stabilizing barrier between plaque core and blood
stream. Hence, there has been much investigation to determine the effects of statins on
plaque stability and susceptibility to plaque rupture.
1.3.2. Aspirin – Acetylsalicylic acid, a non-steroid anti-inflammatory drug, inhibits
cyclooxygenase enzyme activity by irreversibly blocking eicosanoid synthesis by
diminishing downstream production of thromboxane A2, platelet aggregation, blood
clotting, and vascular constriction (22). In vitro, aspirin has also been shown to induce
the formation of lipoxin and resolvin E1, lipid mediators capable of resolving vascular
inflammation (23) (Figure 1). Aspirin can inhibit fibrinogen-GPIIb/IIIa ligand receptor
binding, which also increases blood fluidity past plaques (18). Aspirin is recommended as
an inexpensive, long-term treatment that mitigates symptoms of atherosclerosis (24).
1.3.3. Angiotensin II Converting Enzyme (ACE) inhibitors – Angiotensin II (Ang II)
binding to AT1 receptor leads to vasoconstriction (25), cell proliferation and fibrillar
collagen synthesis (20). ACE inhibitors are used to decrease Ang II production and to
lower blood pressure in patients with hypertension (26) (Figure 1). The HOPE and
EUROPE clinical trials report reduced death rates due to cardiovascular problems in
atherosclerotic patients receiving treatment with an ACE inhibitor (27). However other
trials such as QUIET, PEACE, QUASAR, PART-2, and SCAT did not find similar
effects (28).
Despite these innovative means to control atherosclerosis, coronary artery disease is still
inevitable for many people. Surgical intervention is an integral part of cardiovascular
3

medicine (29). Interventional cardiologists are able to operate inside occluded coronary
arteries to restore blood flow to the myocardium (30). This process is known as
Percutaneous Transluminal Coronary Angioplasty or simply, angioplasty.
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Figure 1: Converging Effects of Anti-Restenosis Treatments on Cell Cycle of Synthetic
SMCs. Drug-eluting stents coated with anti-proliferative agents are effective at limiting
SMC hyperplasia, but these agents also damage the endothelium. Transplantation of stem
cell-derived ECs can potentially regenerate the endothelium, and ECs also affect the
proliferation of the underlying SMCs.
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1.4. Percutaneous Transluminal Coronary Angioplasty (PTCA): A more aggressive
therapy

Angioplasty with stenting is now an accepted, standard method of cardiac reperfusion
and preventing myocardial infarction (31). Angioplasty is a process used to widen
narrowing arteries filled with atherosclerotic plaques: a deflated balloon located on a
catheter is manually guided to the blockage site where it is pumped to increasing pressure
(32). As the balloon expands, the plaque is compressed, thus increasing intimal volume.
The expanding balloon then becomes the mechanical means of clearing the
atherosclerotic occlusion (33). However, this forceful approach bears direct contact on
the tunica intima and causes abrasions, fissures, and tearing of the endothelium (34).
Eventually, the eroded endothelium becomes the active surface for thrombosis,
inflammation, and restenosis (35).
1.5. Endothelial Loss: The cause of re-occlusion after Angioplasty

Vascular surgery often involves endothelial abrasion and the activation and adhesion of
platelets, which is characterized as a thrombotic event (36) (Figure 2). ECs are a unique
cell type that can release proliferative, inflammatory, thrombotic, and vasoactive agents
(7). These mediators include Endothelial Derived Growth Factor (37, 38), VEGF (39),
thrombomodulin (40), atherogenic mediators (41) and Nitric oxide (NO) (42).
Denudation of the endothelium is a significant complication of angioplasty intervention
(43). Angioplasty-induced endothelial damage causes local inflammation. The injured
endothelium promotes the recruitment and adhesion of neutrophils, monocytes, and
lymphocytes (44, 45). Subsequently, these cells induce the migration and proliferation of
6

smooth muscle cells by the secretion of mitogens, cytokines, lymphokines, and
chemokines (Figure 2) (46). The injured endothelium also attracts platelets (44).
Activated platelets release platelet derived growth factor (PDGF) (47). PDGF is
chemotactic and mitogenic and plays a key role in re occlusion after angioplasty (47, 48).
Consequently, regeneration of the denuded endothelium is of utmost importance in
preventing the re-occurrence of stenosis (43). Failure to re-endothelialize denuded
coronary arteries is suggested to promote restenosis (49). The atherogenic mediators IL1β (50), IL-6 (51), TNFα (33), and Interferon (IFN) γ (52), Angiotensin (53-56),
myocardin (57), and reactive oxygen species (ROS)(58) have been associated with
vascular damage. More investigation is required to determine the effects of these
mediators on endothelial repair and regeneration, especially for the purpose of clinical
therapies.
1.6. Angioplasty induced atherogenic mediators and the endothelium

The angioplasty injured endothelium is characterized by flux and re-flux of paracrine and
endocrine factors that induce re occlusion of the interventional site (59). These factors
include a subset of inflammatory molecules known as atherogenic mediators (60).
Atherogenic mediators are highly associated with angioplasty-induced injury(61). As
such, it is intuitive to surmise that atherogenic mediators are detrimental to angioplastymediated reperfusion and may be associated with the limited efficacy of other clinical
therapies against re occlusion. Following a cardiac event, the endothelium exudes altered
expression of atherogenic mediators, receptors, and transcription factors (62, 63). For
example, the levels of IL-6 and myocardin, PAI, and INF γ are induced in rat coronary
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endothelium following myocardial infarction (64). IL-6 is an atherogenic mediator whose
concentration after infarction correlates to infarct size (65-67). In contrast, the healthy
vasculature displays little to no basal expression of IL-6, myocardin, PAI, and INF γ (66,
68). The effects of these and other atherogenic mediators on EC repair and regeneration
requires further study (69). Therefore, EC loss during angioplasty heralds an infarction,
and may be associated with the limited efficacy of subsequent clinical therapies against re
occlusion (70, 71).
In an attempt to evade EC loss, drug eluting stents and coronary artery bypass grafts have
been used as an alternative to angioplasty (71). Unfortunately, EC related pathologies still
subjects these clinical procedures to pending failure (72, 73).
1.7. Drug-Eluting Stents and the endothelium

Drug-eluting stents (DES) are organic-based stents that are designed to limit cellular
proliferation at the interventional site (74). After DES implantation, the anti-proliferative
drug contained in the stent prevents cell division of all cell types including ECs. (75).
The agents are intended to inhibit proliferation of neointimal smooth muscle cells, but
ECs are also lost as a byproduct of the drug (76). There is evidence that suggests that
delayed re-endothelialization is responsible for a significant increase in late stent
thrombosis in patients who received DES (75). Thus, alternative strategies are needed to
lessen the detrimental effects of DES implantation on EC loss and EC-related
pathologies. Potent pharmacological agents coated on DES are intended to target SMC
proliferation. Sirolimus, also known as rapamycin, was initially designed as an antifungal
drug and later used as an immunosuppressant in organ transplantation (74). The cypher
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Sirolimus-eluting coronary stent designed by Cordis Corp. was approved by the FDA in
2001(77). Although taken of the market, in 2011 (78), currently, Sirolimus is used to
inhibit growth factor and cytokine-induced cell division associated with intimal
hyperplasia (79). When coated on stents, Sirolimus inhibits the expression of key
cytokines necessary for the expression cyclin/cyclin-dependent kinase complexes thus
preventing vascular SMCs procedure from “G1” to the “S” (Figure 3). Shortly after the
Sirolimus-eluting stent was developed, Boston Scientific received FDA approval for the
design of Paclitaxel-eluting coronary stent (80). Paclitaxel, an anti-mitotic mediator, was
originally designed as a chemotherapeutic agent (81). Paclitaxel prevents DNA synthesis
and arrests cells at the G0/G1 and G2/M (82) (Figure 3) by enhancing microtubule
assembly and stabilizing polymerized microtubules (83). Other various anti-proliferative
drugs and their combinations are still being investigated in order to improve stenting
procedures (84). The vascular endothelium is negatively affected by anti-proliferative
drugs. Experiments have demonstrated that endothelial cells cultured in the presence of
Sirolimus or Paclitaxel eventually undergo apoptosis (84). These results provide an
explanation for how DES can contribute to loss of the endothelium. Thus, the efficacy of
DES is still limited by EC loss.
1.8. Coronary Artery Bypasses Graft (CABG): An option to Angioplasty and DES

CABG is an alternative interventional technique that avoids some of the complications
associated with angioplasty (85). Up to 30% percent of patients who undergo angioplasty
will develop one within one year including restenosis (86). As an alternative to repeated
angioplasty and DES placement procedures, blood flow can also be restored past
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occluded arteries to the myocardium via bypass grafting (87). Autologous saphenous
vein (SV) or internal mammary arteries (IMA) are the grafts used most often to bypass
occlusion (30). Autologous grafts are often preferred over DES because they can remain
patent beyond ten years in many cases (81).
Unfortunately, even graft placements can become re-occluded due to endothelial
dysfunction (88). Up to 15% of grafts performed with the SV occlude within the first year
(89). Subsequent yearly interventions are performed on as many as 4% of remaining
patients, leaving less than 50% of the total number of procedures done with the viable
saphenous vein graft after ten years (28). In contrast to the SV, the IMA is more resistant
to restenosis (89). Only 20% of patients return for a second procedure after ten years
(90). But given the invasive nature of harvesting and the demand for multiple grafts, most
patients eventually end up with SV grafts (88). In extreme cases, Poletti et al., 2002,
assert that due to systemic occlusion, limb amputation, or previous harvests, 15-30% of
patients who qualify for CABG will lack healthy blood vessels that can be used as grafts
(91). These patients are left with only the option of repeated angioplasty procedures (90,
91) .
1.9. Reasons for EC loss in SV bypass grafts

The SV is the more common blood vessel used for CABG surgery (92). EC viability in
the grafted SV is influenced by the unnaturally high amount of pressure and shear stress
due to its new location near the heart in the arterial blood supply (93). In some cases, the
SV graft is subjected to an “arterialization” procedure under high pressure, which
instantly damages the fragile endothelium monolayer (94).
10

1.11. EC loss is the commonality between angioplasty, DES implantation, and
CABG.

Evidently, the critical similarity in re-occlusion observed among angioplasty, DES
implantation, and failed SV bypass grafts is the loss of endothelium or the impairment of
endothelial function (74, 95). Thus, regeneration or repair of the endothelium at the
interventional site may reduce complications, reduce the rates of re-occlusion, and
prevent the need for a repeated intervention.
1.12. The endothelium: A closer look

Angioplasty remains the leading interventional procedure used to widen occluded blood
vessels (32, 35). Nevertheless, re-occlusion after successful reperfusion still reaches 30%
of the total patients undergoing the procedure. A significant proportion of vascular reocclusion is caused by endothelial cell wasting (43). The eroded endothelium provides a
catalyst for platelet activation and thrombosis (96). The morphology of the endothelium
after stent placement typically reveals microinjuries and exposed basement membrane
(97). The interventional environment then becomes a very attractive site for increased
adherence of circulating cells leading to platelet adhesion (98), inflammation (99) and
SMC hyperplasia (100)—and ultimately restenosis (Figure 2). The loss of endothelial
cells can lead to immediate thrombotic occlusion (101). In the longer term, neo intimal
hyperplasia also leads to re-occlusion, angina and eventual myocardial infarction (41,
102, 103). Therefore, regeneration of the EC layer is critical to preventing restenosis and
the recurrence of myocardial infarction (104).
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The surgical tools used in performing PTCA are the major causes of endothelial injury
(36). Deposition of blood components onto the denuded endothelium increases localized
production of chemokines (105), intercellular adhesion molecule-1 (98), endothelialselectin (106), and monocyte chemoattractant protein-1 (105). Chronic production of
atherogenic mediators and the presence of immune cells may lead to re-occlusion (Figure
2). Rupture of the endothelium increases surface area for the action of cellular and
soluble mediators that contribute to re-occlusion pathologies (107). These critical cellular
and soluble mediators are discussed below.
1.13. Cellular Changes after Angioplasty mediated endothelium injury

1.13.1 Thrombus formation
After endothelial loss, platelets are among the first factors to arrive at the injury site (36).
Derived from the cytoplasmic contents of bone marrow megakaryocytes (47), platelets
circulate in the bloodstream and adhere to damaged vascular endothelium (36).
Adherence to the vascular cell membrane at the site of injury is mediated by several
platelet cell surface receptor glycoproteins specific for extracellular matrix molecules
with the most abundant receptor, Glycoprotein (GP) IIb/IIIa (108), binding components
of the insoluble tissue matrix such as collagen (109), fibronectin (110), as well as to
proteins associated with platelet aggregation, such as von Willebrand factor (104).
Adhesion via platelet membrane receptor GPVI interaction with collagen causes platelet
degranulation with the release of small molecular weight mediators, such as ADP (101),
platelet derived growth factor (PDGF) (47), and transforming growth factor-β (TGF-β)
(111). In addition, adhesion proteins including fibrinogen (112), von Willebrand factor
12

(113), vitronectin (101), as well as chemokines (114) and coagulation factors (104) are
also upregulated by platelets after coronary intervention. The overall effect of platelets
during to angioplasty-mediated re-occlusion involves their adhesion to the injury site and
the secretion of PDGF and TGF-β that initiate vascular thrombosis and induce intimal
hyperplasia (109). Thus, regeneration of the coronary endothelium is of critical
importance in the prevention of intimal hyperplasia.
1.13.2 Vascular smooth muscle cells
In the blood vessel, vascular SMCs form a concentric tissue layer with cells oriented
perpendicular to blood flow (19). Contractile vascular SMCs which constitute the
normal, physiological phenotype, are surrounded by extracellular matrix containing,
laminin, heparin sulfate proteoglycan (110, 115) and usually exist in a differentiated,
non-dividing quiescent state (110). However, after angioplasty the arrival of immune
cells responding to tissue damage and inflammation cause vascular SMCs to undergo a
change in phenotype and become de-differentiated (116). The SMCs proliferate, migrate
from the medial to the intimal layer (113), and synthesize an extracellular matrix
predominantly composed of fibrillar type I collagen (115). Thus, the synthetic vascular
SMC phenotype is responsible for 90% of neo intimal SMCs in the lumen (113).
1.13.4 Myofibroblasts
Myofibroblasts were characterized in studies in which injury was induced on the
endothelium

of

pig

coronary

artery

by

angioplasty

(117).

Time-dependent

immunohistochemical detection of proliferating SM α-actin expressing myofibroblasts
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migrating from tissue adventitia to intima suggests that myofibroblasts are involved in
angioplasty-mediated occlusion (117).
1.14. Soluble Changes after Angioplasty-induced EC loss

After angioplasty-mediated EC loss, a myriad of soluble factors that stimulate cell
division and modulation of vascular cell differentiation are secreted both by resident
vascular cells, blood cells, and the injured endothelium (7). Four of the most consistent
and pathologic factors are described below.
1.14.1 Platelet Derived Growth Factor (PDGF)
Endothelial injury as a result of angioplasty attracts immune cells and platelets (118).
PDGF is one of many growth factors released as part of the response to EC injury (119).
Although normally absent in healthy vasculature, PDGF secretion stimulates robust
proliferation of vascular SMCs (120). As such, PDGF is a strongly associated intimal
hyperplasia and re-occlusion after angioplasty (47).
1.14.2 Transforming Growth Factor (TGF)
TGF-β is part of a superfamily of more than 20 proteins, containing TGF-β1, TGF-β2,
and TGF-β3 isoforms, of which TGF-β1 has been most studied (111, 121). Studies
involving angioplasty induced EC loss in rat and pig model systems have demonstrated
elevated expression of TGF-β1 (116, 122, 123). Increased intimal thickening has been
reported after TGF-β gene transfer to non-injured vessels or to vein grafts (122).
Inhibition of TGF-β gene expression or TGF-β receptor II blockage has been shown to
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reduce intimal thickening (124, 125). Increased intimal mass may be attributed, in part, to
increased ECM deposition as TGF-β stimulates production of fibrillar types I and III
collagen (126). As such, increased TGF and TGF signaling observed after angioplastyinduced EC loss contributes to re-occlusion (111).
1.14.3 Insulin-like Growth Factor (IGF)-2
Functional IGF-1 receptors have been demonstrated on vascular tissue (127). Increased
IGF-1 and IGF-1R after cardiac intervention have been revealed (127). Various in vitro
studies have demonstrated that SMCs proliferate in response to IGF-1 stimulation (127,
128). Thus, there is a distinct possibility that IGF-1 contributes to complication s
involving EC loss. Obviously, these complications can be avoided if better therapeutic
measures that protect and rejuvenate the endothelium are discovered.
1.14.4 Vascular Endothelial Growth Factor (VEGF)
A significant amount of VEGF is secreted by the angioplasty-injured endothelium (38).
VEGF is an EC-secreted ligand that binds to its cognate receptor to create new portals
from existing blood vessels in a process known as angiogenesis (37). During tissue
hypoxia, as observed after myocardial infarction, VEGF can induce the formation of
entirely new blood vessels via vasculogenesis (38). Furthermore, VEGF is a known
chemoattractant for adult stem cells and induces differentiation into ECs that are used for
angiogenesis (129). As such, secretion of VEGF by the injured endothelium can attract
adult stem cells to the injury site and induce their differentiation into ECs (130). The
differentiated ECs can subsequently engraft the endothelium (131). Thus far, the study of
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VEGF and anti-VEGF receptor therapies as a means to treat CAD has been yielding
promising results.
Though still in its infancy, the potential of VEGF-induced adult stem cells to regenerate
the angioplasty-injured endothelium continues to intrigue clinicians and researchers in
cardiovascular medicine (38).
VEGF-A: Binds to VEGF R1/2 to induce vasulogenesis during embryogenesis serves as
chemoattractant for macrophages and granulocytes, Vasodilation by indirectly
stimulating by NO release. SMC proliferation induces vascular Matrix
metalloproteinase activity causing dysfunctional adventitial layer
VEGF-B: Binds to VEGF R1 to regulate the formation myocardial tissue, shields neurons
in the cerebral cortex stroke.
VEGF-C: Binds to VEGF R2/3 to stimulate lymphangiogenesis, and vascular endothelial
renewal.
VEGF-D: Binds to VEGF R2/3 to induce bronchial lymphogenesis and angiogenesis
PlGF or PGF (Placental Growth Factor): Binds to VEGF R1 Angiogenesis after ischemia,
inflammation, wound healing, and cancer.
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Figure 2: Potential Mechanisms for Stem Cell-Derived ECs in the Prevention of
Restenosis. Soon after angioplasty/stenting, activation of the endothelium and localized
thrombosis spurs the secretion and expression of cytokines/chemokines (i.e. IL-6, IL-1,
TNF, MCP1) and growth factors (i.e. PDGF, TGF) by vascular ECs and SMCs.
Endothelial apoptosis and/or necrosis leads to hyper-proliferation of SMCs, associated
with a decrease in inhibitory factors by SMCs (i.e. PTEN, SOCS, IKKB, GSK3β, CDKs).
SMC migrate toward the lumen and form the neointima. Re-generation of functional
endothelium using MSC-derived ECs has the
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1.15. The injured endothelium: Self renewal

Although numerous pharmacological drugs exist for the treatment of cardiovascular
disease; yet, treatments to regenerate damaged endothelium have yet to be developed
(77, 101, 132). The discovery that the endothelium possesses an intrinsic selfregenerative system has provided new hope for the development of clinical therapies
against endothelial wasting. The emergence of regenerative medicine in cardiovascular
science may provide an optional direction for future therapeutics, which focus on the use
of stem cells to replace the denuded endothelium.
In vivo, VEGF is upregulated in response to endothelium injury (92). VEGF is known to
induce MSCs to express vWF (129), PECAM-1 (133), and VE cadherin (103) and begin
the regeneration of the denuded endothelium (103). However, the surgical damage to the
endothelium is extensive, and the resident MSCs lodged in the heart and the peripheral
MSCs floating in the blood stream fail to adequately re-endothelialize the interventional
site (102). Thus, in vitro differentiation of MSCs with VEGF followed by the transplant
of the emergent ECs to the interventional site is the subject of various investigational
programs (134).
1.16. Resident EPCs: Regenerative mechanism for the denuded endothelium

The human blood is a rich reservoir of progenitor cells (135) . Asahara et al., (2000),
were the first group to demonstrate that adult human peripheral blood also contains
MSCs that are CD34+/VEGFR-2+ which contribute to neo-endothelialization (136). In the
same paper this group described these tissue-specific stem cells as endothelial progenitor
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cells (EPCs) (137). More recently, clinical studies have associated reduced numbers of
circulating EPCs to conditions such as CAD (138), hypertension (139), heart failure
(140), and chronic kidney disease (141). Furthermore, Barst et. al., (2007), recently
demonstrated that the number and function of EPCs decrease during cardiovascular
disease (142). However, the number of these cells increases shortly after an acute
coronary event such as acute myocardial infarction or unstable angina (143). In the
cardiovascular system, circulating CD34+/VEGF R2+ EPCs, may become resident EPCs
when they gain eNOS/iNOS+ under the influence of VEGF (144). Thus, they become
CD34+/VEGFR-2+ eNOS/iNOS+ and inhabit the coronary matrix and myocardium (144).
An increase in number of EPCs has been shown be a response by the bone marrow
response to severe endothelial damage (145). Such damage could include angioplastyrelated injury and atherosclerosis. Mirotsou et. al. (2011), discovered that the human
heart is capable of reversing cardiac complications caused endothelial loss by
upregulating the production (146) of VEGF at the diseased site (146, 147). Increased
VEGF production serves as a chemoattractant and promotes engraftment of the denuded
region by increasing peripheral EPCs immigration (37).

Thus, various translational

researchers have begun to evaluate the therapeutic potential of transendocardial delivery
of VEGF-165-activated EPCs at the site of injury (37, 143).
Several pre-clinical trials with small animals have been performed to evaluate the
potential of transplanted VEGF-165-activated EPCs to engraft denuded coronary
vasculature (148). Kalka et. al., (2000) examined the potential of EPCs to alleviate
restenosis caused by EC loss (149). Here the loss of endothelium induced restenosis and
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hind limb ischemia. Kalka et. al., (2000), showed that reperfusion was greater in mice
that were treated with EPCs than in control mice (150). Histological and Doppler
examinations of the excised arteries confirmed that the EPCs differentiated into ECs and
formed a new endothelium (149). Similarly, Kawamoto et. al., (2001), recently
investigated EPC therapy in nude rats after acute myocardial infarction (148). This study
found that intravenous administration of EPCs prevented myocardial fibrosis and
maintained myocardial function (148).
1.17. Limitations on the use of EPCs in treat EC-mediated CAD

EPCs have been extensively studied for their therapeutic potential in the treatment of
CAD in humans (144). Angioplasty, in combination with transendocardial delivery of
EPCs, has been considered as a means to preserve the integrity of the endothelium during
surgery (151). However, several factors restrict the use of EPCs as a candidate for clinical
trials in human patients (152, 153).
The biggest setback to the clinical application of EPC therapy in human is that they are
relatively rare in the peripheral blood and lodged in unique location (148). This fact alone
makes the acquisition of a sufficient number of EPCs for use in patients a nearly
impossible task. Next, maintenance of the endothelial lineage potential after isolation
remains a difficult process (154). A variety of growth media have been observed to alter
the engraftment capacity of EPCs (155). Furthermore, apoptosis of the cells limits EPC
numbers during in vitro expansion (155). Additionally, various approaches have been
tested for delivery of EPCs (156). These include intravenous (157), intracoronary (158),
and intramyocardial. Generally, stem cell transplant to the heart is performed out via the
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intracoronary delivery directly to the site of damage (159). However, the intracoronary
route of EPC delivery has proven to be less successful in larger animal models (158) and
the other potential routes of delivery need more testing (159). Finally, EPC functionality
is very sensitive to the inflammatory response that modulates cardiovascular diseases
(50).
1.17.5 Conclusions about EPC and endothelial regeneration
Although the use of EPCs for endothelial repair in CAD is supported by increasing preclinical evidence, EPC-based therapy for humans is still in its infancy. A number of
questions regarding EPC survival, region for transplantation, regenerative potency of the
EPCs under diseased conditions, and expansion of the EPCs still remain unanswered.
EPC therapy still needs to be studied in larger animal models. Thus, a different source of
adult stem cells needs to be considered for transendocardial delivery during angioplasty.
1.18. Other types of Stem cells to treat EC-mediated CAD

1.18.1 Humans Embryonic stem cell-derived endothelial cells (HESC-ECs)
Embryonic stem cells are derived from the inner cell mass of the blastocyst (133). Inner
blast cells can be cultured in the presence of endothelial cell growth factors that activate
vascular endothelial cell expression pathway (160). Sorting of differentiated cells by
FACS analysis for endothelial cell markers demonstrated that the emergent cells become
immunopositive for the EC markers PECAM, VE cadherin and vWF that are indicative
of the endothelial lineage (133, 160). However, there is yet to be a clinical study that
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transplants endothelial cells derived from the embryonic lineage into human patients with
CVD (161).
1.18.2 Pluripotent stem cell-derived endothelial cells (PSCs)
PSCs can be induced to differentiate into endothelial cells (162, 163). In particular,
VEGF-A has been shown to stimulate the expression of PECAM, VE cadherin and von
Wille Brand factor on PSCs (138). In terms of translation medicine, preclinical studies
have demonstrated that there is increased neovascularization and blood perfusion when
ischemic subjects are transplanted with iPSC differentiating into ECs (164).
1.18.3 Mesenchymal Stem Cells
Similar to PSCs, MSCs have also been shown to undergo endothelial differentiation in
the presence of VEGF (165). Sources of MSCs that can differentiate into endothelial cells
include Bone Marrow (BM)-derived stem cells (103), adipose derived-stem cells (166),
and cardiac derived-stem cells (146). Particularly, the BM-derived MSCs demonstrate
great promise for the rejuvenation of the denuded arterial endothelium because of their
demonstrated ability to differentiate into ECs (167). Currently, small (148) and large
(168) injury models have been tested with this genre of MSCs (166). However, the
success rate of re-endothelialization of the denuded intima by the transplanted BMderived MSCs is often challenged by injury-induced pathologies (169). These pathologies
may include increased expression of atherogenic mediators at the interventional site.
However, this hypothesis is yet to be investigated.
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1.19. Bone Marrow-derived Mesenchymal Stem Cell Therapy

BM-derived MSCs are multipotent cells capable of differentiating into cells of the
mesodermal lineage (103). BM-derived MSC therapy has been explored as a potential
method for accelerating endothelium repair during angioplasty (92). Unlike EPCs, BMderived MSCs can be harvested in sufficient numbers, expanded without the risk of
senescence, and differentiated into ECs in vitro. Indeed, expression of VEGF-165 by the
injured vascular endothelium can recruit BM-derived MSCs and induce the neoendothelialization of the interventional site (170). This phenomenon can be extrapolated
and enhanced to produce autologous ECs in vitro (131). Subsequently, the differentiated
ECs can be transplanted back into the angioplastied niche, where they proliferate and reendothelialize the injured region. Although many translational studies have demonstrated
that BM-derived MSCs can potentially re-endothelialize denuded coronary vasculature
(159), the low percentage of differentiated cells that engraft the site of angioplastied still
remains a limiting factor (171). However, troubleshooting the engraftment process
remains a difficult clinical tasks as the molecular mechanism for their differentiation is
yet to be elucidated.
1.20. Outstanding questions regarding the use of BM-derived MSC for reendothelialization of denuded coronary vessels.

In comparison to other types of MSCs, BM-derived MSCs provide the best benefit in
terms of risk factors, cost, and efficaciousness of the transplantation procedure (151).
However, a variety of pre-procedural questions must be answered before more clinical
trials can be conducted. First, despite the potential of using BM-derived MSCs, many of
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the differentiated ECs still lose functionality and fail to endothelialize the interventional
site (172). After transplantation to the site of angioplastied, many of the differentiated
ECs de-differentiate and lose clusters of differentiation—reverting to an immature
phenotype (173). The immature ECs soon slough away from the site (174). Second, the
mechanism of differentiation of the ECs remains unknown (136). The molecular
mechanisms that mediates the differentiation of BM-derived MSCs into ECs is yet to be
deciphered. As such, understanding the reasons why the transplanted ECs fail to
endothelialize the site of angioplasty is yet to be understood. The discovery of a master
transcriptional program which regulates the change from BM-derived MSCs to immature
ECs, and finally into functional endothelium could aid proper manipulation of the
differentiation and engraftment process. Additionally, discovering the transcriptional
modulators for EC differentiation could provide new pharmacological targets that also
activate resident and peripheral MSCs to physiologically engraft the interventional
site. Finally, it remains unclear whether the atherogenic mediators induced by the
angioplasty affect engraftment. Thus, in order to optimize future clinical strategies
involving BM-derived MSCs, novel studies that address these outstanding questions are
of critical importance. Accordingly, in the present study, I investigated the change in
transcriptional programming that occurs when BM-derived MSCs are differentiated in the
presence of VEGF-165. Further, I used an animal model to investigate whether an
angioplasty can induce the production of atherogenic mediators at the interventional site.
Finally, I examined the effect of the identified atherogenic mediators on VEGF-165induced differentiation of MSCs and subsequent functionality of the ECs.
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Table 1: different types of stem cell and their potential to be used as a source of
endothelial cells.
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1.21. Vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF-165)

VEGF-165 is the best-defined growth factor that promotes differentiation of BM-derived
MSCs into ECs (175). Upon angioplasty-mediate vascular injury, the endothelium
engages in de novo synthesis of VEGF-165(38). Presumably, the reason for injury
induced VEGF-165 is to attract circulating BM-derived MSCs and stimulate their
differentiation into ECs which then regenerate the endothelium (104). Indeed, in vitro
stimulation of VEGF-R2 on bone marrow-derived MSCs by treatment with recombinant
VEGF-165 is an efficient way to induce differentiation of cultured BM-derived MSCs
into ECs (176). Clinically, VEGF-165 differentiated ECs have been transplanted into
atherosclerotic coronary vessels after angioplasty (165). Unfortunately, results
demonstrate only partial reendothelialization of the injured site (174). Thus, I used
VEGF-165 to induce the differentiation of BM-derived MSCs into ECs. I then used
molecular techniques to examine the transcriptional changes the happen during the
differentiation process.
1.22. Sox transcription factors and endothelialization

Various transcription factors have been associated with MSC differentiation (177). These
include wnts, nanog, oct4, and Sox (178-180). Amongst these, Sox proteins belong to the
high mobility group (HMG) transcription factors that remain active during all stages of
embryonic development, and are selectively maintained in mesodermal tissue (180). Sox9
has been shown to promote the differentiation of MSCs into chondrocytes (181, 182),
while Sox10 has been demonstrated to regulate neuronal differentiation of embryonic
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cells (183, 184). Furthermore, expression of Sox9 and Sox 18 is detected in the
developing cardiac system (178, 185-189). However only Sox18-/- mice exhibit major
cardiovascular abnormalities and die during embryonic development (189). Thus, I
surmise a potential role for Sox transcription factors during the differentiation of BMderived MSCs into ECs. As such, I investigated Sox-mediated signaling as the potential
pathway that triggers the differentiation of BM-derived MSCs into ECs. Further, I
hypothesize that the role of Sox-mediated signaling will be compromised by angioplastyinduced atherogenic mediators.
1.23. Angioplasty-induced atherogenic mediators

Atherogenic mediators play important roles in CAD, and their synthesis and secretion is
regulated during atherosclerosis (99). Here, I hypothesize that these mediators will be
induced after angioplasty. Further, I surmise that IL-6, TNF, and Ang II will have
divergent effects on the pathway that triggers differentiation. Thus, I will show that
atherogenic mediators are responsible for the immature EC that fail to engraft the injury
site. In particular, there is little to no basal expression of IL-6 and TNFα by healthy
endothelium (107). Likewise, IL-6 receptors and TNFα receptors are not constitutively
expressed on BM-derived MSCs (41, 114). The levels of IL-6 and TNFα have been
shown to increase in arteries in response after myocardial infarction (151, 165, 169). As
such, it is important to consider the effects of these factors on BM-derived MSCs
intended for transplantation. Therefore, I surmise that IL-6 and TNF α will have an
inhibitory effect on VEGF-165 induced differentiation. Similarly, the renin angiotensin
system is also dysregulated during the maturation of atherosclerotic plaques (190). Ang II
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is highly upregulated after a myocardial infraction (191). As such, I believe that Ang II
will also be elevated at the site of angioplasty. The goal of the present study was to
investigate the effects of these atherogenic mediators on EC differentiation and function.
1.24. Angiotensin Receptor expression

Wang et al., (2013), recently demonstrated that there is an acute increase in angiotensin
converting enzyme (ACE) I in the coronary bed shortly after angioplasty-induced injury
(192). This transient increase in ACE I results in an increased rate of conversion of Ang I
to Ang II at the intervention site (193). In the cardiovascular system, Ang II mediates its
major effects by binding two major types of receptors (56). AT1R and AT2R belong to
the super family of G-protein-coupled receptors (GPCR) and possess different but
overlapping intracellular signaling pathways (194). Increased Ang II levels stimulate the
expression of AT1R (195) and moderately induce AT2R (195). Most of the pathologic
functions of Ang II is exclusive to its stimulatory effect on AT1R (196). Thus, triggering
of AT1R by Ang II initiates re-occlusion by inducing various pathologic pathways that
induce SMCs proliferation, inflammation, and vasoconstriction (195). Interestingly,
AT2R activation is known to counter AT1R signaling (196, 197).
AT1R induces signal transduction by coupling the stimulation of Gq-11 to downstream
activation

of

Ca2+ release

system

(198),

decreased

cyclic

guanosine

3′,5′-

monophosphate(199) (cGMP), decreased nitric oxide (200) (NO), phosphorylating
mitogen activated protein kinases (MAPK) (200), and activating protein kinase C (PKC)
related enzymes(200). These pathways result in vasoconstriction (201), inflammation
(202), hyperplasia (62), and thrombosis (203). However, AT2R signaling is mediated by
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Giα2 and Giα3 and often counters signal activation AT1R (204) . AT2R signaling
stimulates phospho-tyrosine phosphatases (PTP) whose function is to dephosphorylate
and suppress the activation MAPK (176), Jak-Stat (205), growth factor receptors (48),
and cytokine mediated pathways (196). Various PTPs including MAPK phosphatase1(206), phosphatase and tensin homologs (207), and protein phosphatase 2A (208) have
been demonstrated to be involved in differentiation of MSCs into adipocytes (209),
chondrocytes (210), and osteocytes (211). Thus, I hypothesize that Ang II activation of
AT2R will act along with VEGF-165 to promote the differentiation of BM-derived MSCs
into ECs.
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1.25. Outstanding questions to be investigated

Does an angioplasty procedure induce the expression and secretion of atherogenic
mediators? What is/are the identity of these mediator(s)?
What is the signaling pathway responsible for the differentiation of VEGF-165-induced
BM-derived stem cells into ECs?
What is the effect of the identified atherogenic mediators on VEGF-165-induced
differentiation of BM-derived MSCs into ECs?
1.26. Central hypothesis

Atherogenic mediators divergently regulate VEGF-165-induced differentiation of bone
marrow-derived mesenchymal stem cells into endothelial cells.
Specific Aims
Study 1: Use a microswine model to reveal the effect of an angioplasty on the production
of atherogenic mediators in the LCX.
Study 2: Deduce the signaling pathway responsible for VEGF-165-induced
differentiation of BM-derived MSCs into EC.
Study 3: Demonstrate that the atherogenic mediators identified in study 1 possess
divergent effects on VEGF-165-induced differentiation of BM-derived MSCs into ECs.
1.27. In conclusion, I found that an axis involving Ang II, VEGF-165, VEGF R2, and
Sox18 regulates the differentiation of BM-MSCs into ECs. I show that the atherogenic
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mediator Ang II is capable of rescuing IL-6- and TNFα-mediated inhibition VEGF-165induced differentiation of BM-derived MSCs into ECs. These findings have significant
clinical implications in regard to the effects of medications that act on stem cells,
endothelial cells, and the renin-angiotensin system. Optimization of protocols for EC
differentiation will be vital for cell-based therapies aimed at repairing damaged
endothelium.
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2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Swine Model
All animal procedures were in compliance with applicable federal, state, and local laws
and regulations and institutional policies. Animal work was performed in accordance
with the guidelines set by the National Institutes of Health for the care and use of
experimental animals. The Creighton University Institutional Animal Care and Use
Committee approved the animal research protocol. 12 – 15 month old microswines (30–
40 lbs) were purchased from Sinclair Bioresources (Windham, Maine). In order to
develop atherosclerosis, the microswine were maintained on a high cholesterol diet for 12
months. The high cholesterol diet was purchased from Harlan Laboratories, Indianapolis;
IN. To visualize atherosclerotic plaques, Angiographs were performed on the left
circumflex artery (LCX) of the microswine. Subsequently, coronary artery intimal
hyperplasia was induced in the LCX by performing balloon angioplasty on the matured
plaques. The animals were sacrificed 4 - 6 months after angioplasty. Age-matched control
microswine were maintained on high cholesterol diet and received no interventional
procedures.
2.2. MSC Isolation and Differentiation

Bone marrow was extracted 4 – 6 months after angioplasty. Angioplasty was performed
on 2 – 3 year old microswine. Marrow was extracted from the femurs in sterile Hanks
balanced salt solution (HBSS) containing antibiotics. The bone marrow cell suspension
was first diluted with an equal volume of DMEM then layered over 15 mL of Histopaque
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1077 in 50ml tubes. The tubes were centrifuged at 400 g for 30 minutes at room
temperature. Mononuclear cells recovered from the distinct layer at the plasma–
Histopaque interface were washed twice with Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s MediumKnock out medium (DMEM-KO; GibcoBRL, Grand Island, NY, USA) by centrifugation
for 5minutes @ 1500rpm to remove any remaining Histopaque and bone debris. After the
final spin cycle, the supernatant was discarded and the cell pellet was resuspended in
complete medium containing 5ml of DMEM-KO containing 10% MSC specific fetal
bovine serum (FBS) (GibcoBRL), 2mM Glutamax (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA) and
1% penicillin-streptomycin solution (Sigma, St. Louis, MO, USA). Medium was changed
on alternate days. The cell concentration was determined using a coulter counter
(Beckman coulter, Brea, CA, USA) and cells were plated in a 25cm2 flask at a density of
5×105/cm2. The cultures were maintained at 37°C in a humidified atmosphere containing
5% CO2 in complete medium. Cells in passage 3 to passage 5 were used for
characterization experiments. The isolated naïve MSCs were characterized as
immunopositive for the expression of stem cell markers, CD44, CD73, and CD90, as
determined by flow cytometry. The cells from the same gate were negative for the
macrophage marker, CD14, and the hematopoietic stem cell marker, CD45. Growth
media consisting of DMEM with 10% FBS were used to harvest and culture MSCs. EC
differentiation media (DM) was endothelial growth media 2 (EGM-2) containing
50 ng/mL of recombinant human VEGF-165 (Peprotech, Rocky Hill, New Jersey). In
further experiments, naïve BM-derived MSC cultures were differentiated in the presence
of 1–100 pg/mL of IL-6 (Peprotech, Rocky Hill, New Jersey) and/or TNFα (Peprotech,
Rocky Hill, New Jersey) and/or 2–50 ng/mL Ang II (Sigma). For experiments designed
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for co stimulation with cytokines, MSCs were pretreated with Ang II for 1 hr, and then
VEGF-165 plus IL-6 and/or TNFα were added to the culture. For co treatment with Ang
II and VEGF-165 together, the peptides were added at the same time. For co treatment
with IL-6 and/or TNFα and VEGF-165 together, the agents were added at the same time.
Basic EGM-2 was the negative control for DM. Stimulation of differentiation was
initiated when naive MSCs were 50% confluent and the protocol continued for 10 days.
The cell cultures were maintained at 37°C in a humidified atmosphere containing 5%
CO2. Media containing various combinations of VEGF-165, Ang II, and IL-6 and
TNFα was changed every 48 hrs.
2.3. Trilineage Differentiation Potential of MSCs

Mesenchymal capacity of bone marrow cells was approved by trilineage differentiation
into osteogenic, chondrogenic, and adipogenic lineages. The naïve MSCs were stimulated
using STEMPRO kits for osteogenesis, chondrogenesis and adipogenesis differentiation.
The kits were purchased from Gibco BRL, Grand Island, NY, USA. For both osteogenic
and adipogenic differentiation, the cells were cultured to 80% confluency on chamber
slides. Subsequently, 1 mL of induction medium was added to each chamber. To
determine if osteogenesis was occurring, the cells were analyzed by alizarin red stain
after 14 days. Adipogenesis differentiation was analyzed by oil red O staining after 21
days of stimulation. For the specific procedure for chondrogenic differentiation; I first
pelleted down the cells then cultured the pellet in induction medium for 21 days.
Subsequently, I snap froze the differentiating pellet and cut 6μM cryosections.
Immediately after cutting, the sections were stained by Alcian blue/Safranin O and
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accessed under a bright field microscope. Each specific medium for Multilineage
differentiation was changed at alternate days. Histochemical reagents were used within 3
months after purchase from Sigma (St. Louis, MO, USA).
2.4. FACS Characterization of Naïve MSCs and ECs

Flow cytometry was performed using standard methods and carried out on a BD FACS
Aria I/II System (BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA). First, cells (~1 × 106/mL) were washed
with PBS containing 4% FBS and incubated with primary antibodies conjugated to
fluorophore (FITC) for 30 minutes at 4°C in the dark. I chose a final primary antibody
dilution of 1:500 after performing titrations between 1:100 and I:1000. After 3 washes in
PBS,

cells

were

resuspended

in

FACS-FIX.

MSCs

were

characterized

as

CD14−CD45−CD44+CD73+CD90+. At the end of the 10-day differentiation protocol,
MSCs were analyzed for the EC markers PECAM-1-APC (ebiosciences, San Diego, CA),
VE-cadherin-FITC (ebiosciences, San Diego, CA), and vWF-PE (R&D Systems,
Minneapolis, MN).
2.5. Western Blot

Total protein lysates were isolated and quantified by Bradford assay: Unknown samples
were dilute in deionized water, and then 0 and 1-10 μL of BSA stock solution was added
in triplicate wells. 100 μL of unknown sample was added to triplicates. 100 μL of diluted
Bradford reagent was added to all wells. A visual color change was observed after 15
minutes of incubation at 370C. Measure the absorbance of all triplicates at 590 nm and
blank must be 200 μL of deionized water. The lysates were separated using a 10% SDS35

PAGE gel (Sigma) and transferred onto a nitrocellulose membrane (BioRad, Hercules,
CA). The membrane was incubated in blocking solution (1x TBS, pH 7.6, 0.1% Tween20, and 5% w/v of nonfat dry milk). The membrane was then incubated with antibodies
specific for mouse-Sox9, (1:1000; abcam76997), mouse-Sox18 (1:1000; abcam66145)
rabbit-VEGFR-2 (1:1000; abcam11939), and rabbit-phospho-VEGF R2 (1:1000;
abcam131241). As a loading control for nuclear proteins, rabbit-Lamin B (1:1000
abcam16048) was used. As loading control for cystolic proteins the membranes were
probed for GAPDH (NOVUS Biological, NB300-221). The membrane was then
incubated with an HRP-conjugated secondary antibody (1 : 1000) in blocking solution for
1 hour at room temperature. The HRP variable region recognized mouse or rabbit
constant region. HRP activity was detected by incubating the membrane in
chemiluminescence solution (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA). The exposure time was adjusted to
keep the integrated optical densities within a linear and nonsaturated range.
Densitometric analysis was done using a UVP Bioimaging system (UVP, Minneapolis,
MN).
2.6. Quantitative RT-PCR

Using the Trizol reagent protocol (Sigma), total RNA was isolated from naïve MSCs.
First, 250 µL chloroform was added to cell pellet and mixed vigorously. After 5minutes,
the mixture was centrifuged at 10,000 rpm for 5 minutes. The aqueous layer was
carefully removed from the other phases using a pipette. 550 µL isopropanol was added
to the aqueous phase and mixed gently. The total mixture was centrifuge at 14,000 rpm
for 20 minutes. Isopropanol was poured off and add 1 ml 75% ethanol was added.
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Recentrifuge at 9,500 rpm for 5 minutes. The First-strand for synthesizing cDNA was
done using 1 μg total RNA with a total of 1μg oligo dT for a 5 X reaction buffer that
contained MgCl2, dNTP mix, RNAse inhibitor and Improm II reverse transcriptase as per
Improm II reverse transcription kit (Promega, Madison, WI, USA). Subsequently,
synthesis of the first strand was done using 8μl cDNA, 10 μl SYBR green PCR master
mix (BioRad Laboratories, Hercules, CA, USA). A concentration of 10 picomol/μl of
forward and reverse primers were used for chain synthesis (Integrated DNA
Technologies, San Diego, CA, USA) during each timed reaction on the PCR machine
(CFX96, BioRad Laboratories, Hercules, CA, USA). Real-time qPCR was performed in
triplicates. The results were normalized to the housekeeping gene, GAPDH. Calculation
of the relative gene expression were based on the differences in the threshold cycles
calculated by fold change (compared to control) = 2 – ∆∆ Ct method. The primers used
are listed in table 2.
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Table 2: List of all primers used for RT PCR.
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2.7. Angiogenesis Assay (EC tube assay)

Following 10 days of stimulation with VEGF-165 or cytokine/hormone supplemented
DM, MSCs were harvested and an angiogenesis assay was performed using an ECM
matrix kit (Chemicon, Temecula, CA). For the angiogenesis assay, the polymerized gels
were prepared by incubating the 100μl of matrix solution into each well of a 96-well
plate, at 37°C for 45minutes. The stimulated cells were then seeded at a concentration of
1 × 104 cells on EC matrices. EGM-2 medium (300 µL) was added to each well and
maintained at 37°C and 5% CO2 incubator for 6 hrs. The number of “tube-like” structures
per arbitrary unit area was quantified visually by double blinded counting technique
under an inverted microscope. The data obtained was analyzed via one-way ANOVA and
represented as a bar graph (Model CKK41, Olympus, Tokyo, Japan).
2.8. Immunofluorescence

Tissue or cells were fixed in paraffin wax or cultured in chamber slides 24 hrs before
immunostaining. For tissues; after the microswine were euthanized, I sliced 5µM sections
from the site of angioplasty. Cells were grown in a chamber slide to 80 % confluency. A
blocking solution to prevent nonspecific binding contained phosphate-buffered saline
(PBS), 0.25% Triton X-100, 10 mg/mL bovine serum albumin (BSA), and 5% normal
goat serum (Jackson Laboratories, West Grove, PA) and was incubated with slides for 1
hour at room temperature. The cells were then incubated with primary antibodies against
mouse-AT1R (Abcam ab9391), rabbit-AT2R (Abcam ab19134), rabbit-Ang II (Abcam
ab47831), rabbit-IL-6 (Abcam ab6672), and rabbit-TNFα (Abcam ab6671) for 1 hour at
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room temperature. After washing with PBS containing 0.1% BSA three times for
5 minutes each, a secondary antibody (affinity purified goat anti-rabbit Cy2 & Cy3
antibody, 1: 500) was applied to the sections for 1 hour in the dark to visualize positive
cells (Jackson Immunolabs, West Grove, PA). The negative controls slides were run in
parallel either by using rabbit preimmune serum PAC-767 (Pacific Immunology,
Ramona, CA) instead of primary antibody or by complete omission of primary antibody.
The secondary HRP variable region recognized mouse or rabbit constant region. Negative
control slides were negative for stain. Sections were washed with PBS with 0.1% BSA
three times for 5 minutes and dipped into distilled water for 2 seconds. Fluorescence was
preserved by sealing specimens with a solution of equal parts of PBS and glycerol
containing 10 mg/mL n-propyl gallate and 1.5 mg/mL 4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole
(DAPI). To prevent the escape of the mounting medium from the coverslips, a single
layer of nail polish was placed around the edges. Pictures were taken within 1 hour of the
mounting the slide using an Olympus DP71 camera (Olympus, St Louis, MO).
2.9. Receptor blockade

In order to investigate the effect of VEGF R2, AT1R, and AT2R on BM-derived MSC to
EC differentiation, I used 3 types of receptor inhibitors. To analyze the role of VEGF R2
in EC differentiation, DM media containing 50ng/ml VEGF-165 was supplemented with
either 50µM or 100 µM of the VEGF R2 blocker; SC-202850. As a kinase inhibitor, SC202850 is an ATP competitive inhibitor of VEGF R2. In preliminary experiments, a
titration was performed using SC-202850 (20-120 μM) for 24 hrs to determine the
optimal concentrations, while having no effect on cell viability or proliferation. Cells
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were then detached by with 0.25% trypsin/EDTA, counted, and evaluated by annexin
V/PI assay. FACS analysis revealed that >95% of cell were viable at concentrations
between 50μM and 100μM of Sc-202850. Cell counts remained constant before and after
assay. Likewise, vehicle alone—equal volume of DMSO did not induce any effect on the
activation of VEGFR2.
To analyze the effects of AT1R and AT2R on differentiation, MSCs were pre-incubated
with 5 µM of Telmisartan (Sigma), an AT1R blocker or 5 µM PD123319 (Sigma), an
AT2R blocker for 1 hr. Pre-treated MSCs were then cultured in DM containing 1 µM of
either ATR blocker. In preliminary experiments, a titration was performed for the AT1Rand AT2R-specific antagonists (1–20 µM) for 24 hrs to determine the optimal
concentration that had no effect on cell viability or proliferation, while blocking AT1R or
AT2R. Cells were then detached by with 0.25% trypsin/EDTA, counted, and evaluated
by annexin V/PI assay (ebioscience). FACS analysis revealed that >95% of cell were
viable at concentrations of ATR blockers between 1 µM and 5 µM. MSCs were then
induced to undergo differentiation with differentiating media containing the indicated
concentrations of VEGF-165 alone or in combination with Ang II and/or ATR
antagonists.
2.10. Transfection

For siRNA-mediated knockdown experiments, MSCs were transfected using the Amaxa
Nucleofector II Device with the MSC Nucleofector Kit (Lonza, Basel, Switzerland)
according to the manufacturer’s Optimized Protocol for MSCs. For each nucleofection
sample, I harvested 2.5 x 105 cells (Beckman coulter cell counter, Brea, CA). Briefly,
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MSCs were washed in DMEM supplemented with 200 U/ml penicillin G sulfate plus 200
mg/ml streptomycin sulfate. Nucleofector medium (100 µl) containing siRNA (5-50 nM;
Origene, Rockville, MD) was administered in a single square wave pulse in a 4 mm
diameter cuvette. After electroporation, MSCs were washed with PBS three times, then
transferred into DM or GM and incubated at 370 C. For transfection control, an equivalent
amount of scrambled siRNA was used in either DM. At 72 hrs post-transfection, cell
cultures were harvested and protein lysates were isolated for Western blot analysis. The
following siRNA were used: siRNA against Sox9—SR304532, Origene; siRNA against
Sox18—SR310056, Origene; Sox9 plasmid—RG208944, Origene; Sox18 plasmid—
RG210323, Origene.
2.11. Statistical Analysis

Data are presented as the mean ± standard deviation (SD). For each experiment, stem
cells were isolated from the femoral bone of separate pigs. Data were analyzed using
GraphPad Prism (La Jolla, California, USA). Multiple group comparisons were
performed by Bonferroni’s multiple comparison test using a One-way ANOVA.
Probability value < 0.05 was accepted as statistically significant.
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3. Results
3.1. Balloon angioplasty induces expression of IL-6, TNFα, and Ang II

My first experiment was to demonstrate that an angioplasty induces the secretion of
atherogenic mediators. Microswine that were maintained on a high cholesterol diet
developed atherosclerotic plaques in their vasculature. In other to induce intimal
hyperplasia, angioplasty was performed on the maturing plaques in the occluding artery
of the microswine. LCXs were harvested from all of the microswines that were sacrificed
4 - 6 months post-angioplasty. I then examined the coronary arteries taken from
microswine that underwent balloon angioplasty and were maintained on high cholesterol
diet and compared them to control microswines that received no angioplasty and were
maintained on normal diet. Immunostaining was performed in order to characterize the
atherogenic mediators at the arterial intervention site. LCX that had received angioplasty
were immunopositive for Ang II (Figure 3A), TNFα (Figure 3C), and IL-6 (Figure 3E).
The staining of these factors was prominent in the medial layer of microswine coronary
arteries post-angioplasty. Healthy control arteries displayed little to no basal levels of
Ang II (Figure 3B), TNFα (Figure 3D), or IL-6 (Figure 3F). These results suggests
indicate that IL-6, TNF α, and Ang II levels are increased in coronary arteries postangioplasty. These products could have detrimental effects against BM-derived MSC
mediated endothelialization. Thus, I examined the effect Ang II, IL-6, and TNF α on
differentiation.
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Figure 3: Effects of angioplasty on local production of cytokines. Histological
evaluation was performed on LCX arteries taken from microswine at 4 - 6 months postangioplasty and from healthy control microswine. Staining was assessed for Ang II (A-B),
TNFα (C-D) and IL-6 (E-F). Negative controls (G–H.) Each image shown is
representative of independent experiments performed from separate microswine (n=3).
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3.2. Characterization of BM-MSCs

MSCs can be isolated from the bone marrow. Yet it is very likely that the harvested cells
include a heterogeneous mixture of hematopoietic stem cells, fibroblast and
macrophages. As such, characterization of the quantity and quality of the isolated MSCs
is critical step in ascertaining the in vitro potential for differentiation. Thus, the primary
cultures of freshly isolated bone marrow MSCs that were isolated from microswine
underwent a panel of characterization tests. Firstly, FACS analysis confirmed MSCs at
P2 to P5 stained negatively for CD14 (monocyte marker) (Figure 4A) and CD45
(hematopoietic marker) (Figure 4A) and positive for CD44 (hyaluronic acid receptor),
CD73 (5'-nucleotidase) (Figure 4A) and CD90 (Thy-1 cell surface antigen) (Figure 4A).
Secondly, the adherent cells that stained CD14-CD44+CD45-CD73+CD90+ also exhibited
the renowned fibroblastoid morphology typical of MSCs (Figure 4B). Lastly,
multilineage differentiation of the immunophenotyped MSCs into adipocytes, osteocytes
and chondrocytes confirmed their stem cell nature (Figure 4C).
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Figure 4: Characterization of BM-MSCs. Detailed FACS characterization revealed
that MSCs at P2 to P5 stained negatively for CD14 and CD45, but expressed surface
markers that are indicative of MSC lineage, including CD44, CD73, and CD90 (A).
Isolated MSCs also exhibited fibroblastoid-like morphology (B). Naïve BM-MSCs
demonstrated the capacity to differentiate into osteogenic, chondrogenic and adiopogenic
lineages. Alizarin red showed staining of calcium deposits in MSCs differentiated into the
osteogenic lineage. Alician/ Safranin O blue showed staining of peptidoglycans
characteristic of differentiation into the chondrogenic lineage. Oil Red O showed
staining of the lipids and triglycerides, indicating differentiation into the adipogenic
lineage. Each image shown is representative of independent experiments performed with
BM-MSC cultures derived from separate microswines (n=3).
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3.3. Differentiation of BM-derived MSCs into ECs

Naïve MSCs did not display any measurable EC-like character (Figure 5A). As such, I
began the differentiation protocol with cells that expressed negligible amounts of the
endothelial phenotype and inability to form tube like structures characteristic of
endothelial cells. (Figure 5A). MSCs cultured for 10 days in DM containing VEGF-165
(50ng/ml) increased the percentage of cells immunopositive for the expression of EC
markers to > 70% of the total gated cells (Figure 5B). The survival and function of
vascular structure necessitates a three-dimensional conductive network to provide and
transport oxygen and metabolic byproduct to and from the vascular cells. Matured ECs
possess this exclusive property. Endothelial cells plated on synthetic extracellular matrix
migrate exclusively within the grooves of the biomaterials mimicking the microscopic
topographical features and forming tube-like structures. The differentiated ECs displayed
functional capillary tube formation in the angiogenesis assay (Figure 5B). HUVECs were
used as positive control for the EC phenotype. HUVECs were ≥ 90% immunopositive for
the EC markers (Figure 5C). HUVECs also displayed robust capillary tube formation
(Figure 5C).
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Figure 5: FACS analysis performed for EC markers. Naïve MSCs (A), MSCs treated
with VEGF-165 (B), and HUVECs (C). Each vertical panel shown is representative of
independent experiments performed with cultures derived from bone marrow of separate
microswines (n=3-6).
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3.4. VEGF-165 induces Sox9 and Sox18 mRNA and protein during MSC
differentiation.

As mentioned earlier, various transcription factors have been associated with MSC
differentiation (178-180). Amongst these, Sox proteins belong to the high mobility group
(HMG) transcription factors that remain active during all stages of embryonic
development, and are selectively maintained in mesodermal tissue (180). Thus, I
examined the potential of VEGF-165 to regulate the transcription of a panel of Sox
transcription factors selected based on their previous association with differentiation of
other mesodermal lineages (181-189). Sox9 and Sox18 mRNA were significantly upregulated following incubation of MSCs with VEGF-165 (50ng/ml) (Figure 6). VEGF165 did not affect mRNA expression Sox2, Sox4 or Sox11 (Figure 6). Clearly, increase
in either or both Sox9 and Sox18 is associated with the differentiation of BM-derived
MSCs into ECs. As such, for the rest of my investigation, I continued with defining the
roles of Sox9 and Sox18 during the differentiation process. Although, Sox10 was
noticeably down-regulated through the course of BM-derived MSC differentiation
(Figure 6), a collaborative decrease in Sox10 with VEGF has been rigorously
demonstrated to be potent regulators of peripheral nerve differentiation (183, 184).
Further, Yuen et. al., (2014), recently demonstrated that increase in Sox10 expression
during MSC differentiation overwhelmingly redirects MSCs to differentiate into nerve
tissue (183, 184). Therefore, even though Sox10 was differentially regulated in the
presence of VEGF-165, previous evidence already suggests that Sox10 played a
negligible role in EC specification. Hence, I decided to disregard Sox10 but proceed with
Sox9 and Sox18.
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Figure 6: Gene expression of Sox family of transcription factors during VEGF-165
induced differentiation of BM-derived MSCs to ECs. Naive MSCs were cultured in DM
containing VEGF-165 (50 ng/ml) for the indicated number of days. The mRNA
expression of Sox family members Sox2, Sox4, Sox9, Sox10, Sox11 and Sox18 was
normalized to GAPDH. Relative mRNA expression is shown as fold-change of Sox18 day
0 time point (set as 1). Day 0 refers to control non-treated naïve MSCs. *p<0.05 Sox
target day 0 vs. Sox18 day 0 time point, #p<0.05 Sox target day 1–10 course vs.
respective day 0 time point (n=3).
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3.5. VEGF-165 induces Sox9 and Sox18 protein during MSC differentiation.

In the previous experiments, I found that mRNA to both Sox9 and Sox18 were
unregulated in response to VEGF-165. As such, I decided to also demonstrate proteins
expression. Protein levels of Sox9 and Sox18 were determined by Western blot from
nuclear lysates obtained from VEGF-165-treated MSCs. Sox9 and Sox18 proteins levels
both increased from day 0 to day 1 and remained elevated to the end of the differentiation
protocol at day 10 (Figure 7A-7B). Also, immunostaining was utilized to show the
cellular localization of Sox9 and Sox18 on MSCs harvested on day 5 of differentiation
(Figure 8). From the mRNA graph, blots images, and staining expression, it is evident
that there is greater expression of Sox18 over Sox9. Translocation of Sox proteins from
the nucleus to the cytoplasm is indicative of active functionality (180). From the
immunofluorescent stain, Sox9 appeared to be exclusively expressed in the nucleus,
whereas Sox18 staining was also expressed in the cytoplasm (Figure 8). Therefore, I
observed differential distribution of Sox9 brightly in the nucleus, and Sox18 actively
fluorescing in both the cytoplasm and nucleus indicating that Sox18 was functional.
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Figure 7: Sox9 and Sox18 protein levels during MSC to EC differentiation. Naïve BMderived MSCs were cultured in DM containing VEGF-165 (50 ng/ml) for the indicated
number of days. Nuclear protein lysates were isolated from the cells. The protein levels of
Sox9 and Sox18 were measured by Western blot and normalized to Lamin B protein using
One-way ANOVA. (A–B). *p<0.05 vs. day 0 naïve MSCs, (n=3).
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Figure 8: Immunofluorescence experiments were performed to localize Sox9 and
Sox18 expression. Expression and cellular localization of Sox9 and Sox18 in naïve BMderived MSCs and BM-derived MSCs cultured in DM containing VEGF-165 (50 ng/ml)
for 5 days. Day 0 refers to control non-treated naïve BM-derived MSCs. Data are
representative of independent experiments performed from independent preparations of
cultures from microswine bone marrow (n=3).
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3.6. RNA interference against Sox 18 decreases EC marker expression.

A significant upregulation in both Sox9 and Sox18 was detected from day 1 at least up
till day 10. As such, I hypothesized that either or both Sox9 and Sox 18 is critical to EC
differentiation. To investigate the role of either transcription factor on differentiation,
naïve BM-derived MSCs were transfected with siRNA specific to genes for either
peptides (Figure 9A-9B). Separate BM-derived MSCs were transfected with scrambled
RNA for control (Figure 9C). Subsequently, the transfected cells were treated with
VEGF-165 to induce differentiation. My results showed that siRNA-mediated
knockdown of Sox18, as opposed to Sox9, significantly decreased the percentage of
VEGF-165-treated MSCs that were immunopositive for EC markers (Figure 9D-9E).
Scrambled siRNA transfection had no effect on EC marker expression.
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E.

Figure 9: Silencing of Sox18 inhibits VEGF-165-induced EC differentiation. siRNAmediated knockdown of Sox9 or Sox18 was confirmed by Western blot using nuclear
protein lysates from MSCs harvested 72 h post-transfection (A, B). Knockdown of Sox18
significantly inhibits EC markers formation as compared to knockdown of Sox9.
Transfection with scrambled sequence did not induce a significant effect on Sox
expression of differentiation. *p<0.05 vs. scrambled siRNA (n=4).
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Figure 10: Statistical summary EC marker expression after siRNA mediated silencing
of Sox9 and Sox18. The percentage of immunopositivity for EC markers (PECAM-1,
vWF, and VE-cadherin) was measured via FACS analysis and the data was analyzed via
one-way ANOVA. Bar chart shows that knockdown of Sox18 significantly inhibits EC
markers formation as compared to knockdown of Sox9. *p<0.05 naïve MSCs vs. MSCs
treated with VEGF-165, #p<0.05 Sox9 and/or Sox18 siRNA vs. scrambled siRNA (n=4).
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3.7. VEGF R2 inhibitor decreases EC marker expression.

Classically, VEGF conducts its signal through VEGF receptors 1 and 2 (176). The
potential of VEGF to induce the differentiation of BM-derived MSCs into ECs suggests
that either or both of these receptors are expressed on BM-derived MSCs. VEGF-165mediated activation of VEGFR-2 occurs through the phosphorylation of Tyr1214. As
such, I decided to characterize a potential increase in expression and activation of VEGF
R2 during EC differentiation. To determine whether VEGF-165 upregulates the
expression of VEGF R2, naïve BM-derived MSCs were dose dependently treated with
VEGF-165 for 1 hr. My western blot analysis demonstrates that VEGF-165 dose
dependently upregulates the expression of VEGF R2 (Figure 11A). Next, I determined
the potential effect of phosphorylation of Tyr1214 (activation of VEGF R2) on
differentiation. For this experiment, DM containing 50ng/ml VEGF-165 was
supplemented with either 50µM or 100 µM of SC-202850, a VEGF R2 blocker. SC202850 is an ATP competitive inhibitor for VEGF R2. As such, inhibition of
phosphorylation of Tyr1214 resulted in the decrease in intensity of double-banded
immuno blot located at 165 kd in a dose defendant manner (Figure 11B). But most
importantly, immunophenotyping of BM-derived MSCs differentiated with a
combination of SC-202850 (5 – 100 µM) and VEGF-165 (50 ng/ml) revealed a
significant decrease in EC marker expression (Figure 11C – E). A lower dose of SC202850 (50 µM) had less of an inhibitory effect on VEGFR-2 phosphorylation.
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Figure 11: VEGF R2 kinase inhibitor prevents VEGF-165-induced EC differentiation.
Western blot was performed to measure the levels of phospho-Tyr1214 VEGFR-2 and
total VEGF R2 from control naïve MSCs and MSCs stimulated with VEGF-165 plus or
minus SC-202850 for 1 h (A and B). The percentage of immunopositive cells for EC
markers was assessed at the end of the 10 day VEGF-165 stimulation protocol and
representative as vWF+
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Figure 12: Statistical summary of the effect of SC-202850 on VEGF-165 mediated
activation of VEGFR-2 and expression of EC markers. Western blot analysis was
performed to measure the levels of phospho-Tyr1214 VEGFR-2 and total VEGFR-2 from
control naïve MSCs and MSCs stimulated with VEGF-165 plus or minus SC-202850 for
1 h (A). Statistical summary of FACS analysis results for the EC markers was performed
via one-way ANOVA (B). *p<0.05 VEGF-165 treatment alone vs. naïve MSCs, #p<0.05
SC-202850 plus VEGF-165 treatment vs. VEGF-165 treatment alone (n=3).
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3.8. Roles of Sox18 and VEGFR-2 in capillary tube formation

It is important to evaluate whether or not differentiated “EC-like” cells that express EC
markers display functional properties of mature ECs. To address this point, I performed
an in vitro angiogenesis assay to determine if differentiated cells were capable of forming
capillary tubes. Cells were seeded onto ECMatrix gel to assess tube formation (Figure
13A – G). HUVECs were used a positive control to demonstrate characteristic capillary
tube structures (Figure 13A). Naïve MSCs failed to form any tube structures (Figure
13F). The effect of Sox9 or Sox18 knockdown on angiogenesis was examined using
MSCs differentiated in the presence of VEGF-165 for 10 days. MSCs treated with
VEGF-165 and transfected with scrambled siRNA were capable of forming characteristic
capillary structures similar to those formed by HUVECs (Figure 13B). Therefore, in
addition to expressing EC markers, the differentiated “EC-like” cells also display the
characteristic morphology of ECs and the functional capacity to form capillary tubes in
the angiogenesis assay. Transfection of MSCs with Sox9 siRNA did not affect VEGF165-induced capillary tube formation (Figure 13C). In contrast, transfection of MSCs
with Sox18 siRNA significantly decreased VEGF-165-induced capillary tube formation
compared to scrambled siRNA transfection (Figure 13D). Furthermore, inhibition of
VEGF R2 by treating cells with SC-202850 abrogated VEGF-165-induced capillary tube
formation (Figure 13E). Capillary tube formation is quantified in figure 13G. The results
indicate that the functional property of capillary tube formation in these differentiated
ECs is both Sox18- and VEGF R2-dependent.
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Figure 13: Sox18 and VEGF R2 are critical for endothelial capillary tube formation.
Angiogenesis assay was performed to assess capillary tube formation on ECMatrix gel in
vitro using HUVECs, naïve MSCs, and MSCs that were differentiated according to the 10
day protocol. Representative images are shown for HUVECs (A), VEGF-165-stimulated
MSCs transfected with siRNA (B–D), VEGF-165-stimulated MSCs treated with SC202850 (E), and naïve MSCs (F). The number of “tube-like” structures per arbitrary unit
area was quantified visually by double blinded counting technique under an inverted
microscope. The data obtained was analyzed via one-way ANOVA and represented as a
bar graph (G). *p<0.05 MSCs vs. MSCs treated with VEGF-165 and scrambled siRNA
(n=3).
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3.9. Sox 18 plasmid upregulates VEGFR-2

I discovered that VEGF-165 induced the expression of Sox9 and Sox18 transcription
factors. Next, I investigated if Sox9 or Sox18 has a direct effect on expression on
VEGFR-2. To examine this possibility, naïve MSCs were transfected with plasmids overexpressing either Sox9 or Sox18, then cultured in control media. Over-expression of
Sox18, but not Sox9, was sufficient to induce the protein expression of VEGFR-2 in
naïve MSCs as visualized by increased intensity in double-banding pattern (Figure 14).
The double banding pattern observed in the western blot represents each unit of the α/β
strands that form the quaternary structure of VEGF R2 (Figure 14). For positive control, I
utilized DM containing 50ng/ml VEGF-165A which significantly increased VEGF R2
expression. As negative control, naïve MSCs were transfected with an empty plasmid,
which did not induce VEGF R2 (Figure 14).
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Figure 14: Regulation of VEGFR-2 by Sox18 plasmid. The effects of expression of
Sox9 or Sox18 on VEGFR-2 protein levels were measured by Western blot. Following
plasmid transfection, cells were incubated in GM for 24 h. Then the media was changed
to control differentiation media (EGM-2) lacking VEGF-165 supplementation and cells
were incubated an additional 12 h or 24 h before harvesting total protein lysates. Total
VEGFR-2 protein levels were normalized to GAPDH (A). *p<0.05 MSCs treated with
VEGF-165 vs. control non-treated naïve MSCs. #p<0.05 Sox9 or Sox18 plasmid vs.
empty plasmid (n=3). The double banding pattern observed in the western blot represents
each unit of the α/β strands that form the quaternary structure of VEGF R2.
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3.10. VEGF R2 blocker inhibits the expression of Sox18.

Thus far, I discovered that increased expression of Sox 9 plays a negligible role during
the differentiation of BM-derived MSCs into ECs. So, I focused on Sox18 and examined
the potential that VEGF R2 activation modulates Sox18 expression. I predicted that the
signal which potentiates the increase in Sox18 expression is directly proportional to
VEGF R2 activation. To examine this hypothesis, I treated naïve MSCs with a
combination of VEGF-165 (50ng/ml) and with the VEGFR-2 inhibitor, SC202850 (50 –
100 µM). SC-202850 dose dependently decreased expression of Sox18 (Figure 15),
indicating that VEGF R2 activation regulates Sox18 expression.
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Figure 15: Effect of VEGF R2 blocker on VEGF-165 induced Sox18. MSCs were
stimulated with VEGF-165 (50 ng/ml) plus or minus SC-202850 (50-100 μM) for 24 h
before harvesting nuclear protein lysates were analyzed via western blot. Sox18 protein
levels were normalized to Lamin B. *p<0.05 VEGF-165 treatment alone vs. naïve
MSCs, #p<0.05 SC-202850 plus VEGF-165 treatment vs. VEGF-165 treatment alone
(n=3)
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3.11. IL-6 is a negative regulator of EC phenotype

Mechanistically, VEGF-165 alone induced the mRNA expression of its receptor VEGF
R2 (Figure 16A) and the protein expression of the transcription factor Sox18 (Figure
16B). In tandem with VEGF-165, IL-6 caused a dose-dependent increase in IL-6R
mRNA and a dose-dependent decrease in VEGFR-2 mRNA (Figure 16A) and Sox18
protein (Figure 16B). Differentiation of bone marrow-derived MSCs with VEGF-165
(50ng/ml) induced the expression of EC markers (Figure 17A, 17E). IL-6 co-treatment
inhibited VEGF-165-mediated induction of EC marker expression (Figure 17B-17D,
17E). IL-6 also caused a functional decrease in capillary tube formation (Figure 17F).
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Figure 16: IL-6 negatively regulates VEGF-165 induced VEGF R2 and IL-6R. IL-6R
and VEGF R2 mRNA expression was analyzed by RT-PCR and normalized to GAPDH
(A). Although VEGF-165 increased VEGF R2 (A), combination with IL-6 caused a

dose-dependent decrease in VEGF R2 mRNA (A). Furthermore, IL-6 dosedependent increased IL-6R mRNA (A). VEGF-165 alone induced Sox18 (B),
however supplementation of VEGF-165 media with IL-6 dose dependently
decreased Sox18 protein expression (B). Data are shown as mean ± SD. *p<0.05 vs.
naïve MSCs, #p<0.05 MSCs treated with VEGF-165 vs. VEGF-165 plus IL-6 cotreatment. (n=3).
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Figure 17: Effect of Il-6 on VEGF-165 induced EC phenotype. Expression of EC
markers was determined by FACS analysis, and a representative grid is shown (n=3-6)
(A-E). Endothelial tube formation was examined using an angiogenesis assay (n=3) (F).
Experiments were performed with samples taken from independent BM-MSC cultures
from separate miniswine. HUVECs were excluded from statistical analyses. Data are
shown as mean ± SD. *p<0.05 vs. naïve MSCs, #p<0.05 MSCs treated with VEGF-165
vs. VEGF-165 plus IL-6 co-treatment.
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3.12. TNFα is negative regulator of EC phenotype

Similar to IL-6, TNFα also caused a dose-dependent increase in TNFα-R mRNA and a
dose-dependent decrease in VEGF R2 mRNA (Figure 18A) and Sox18 protein (Figure
18B). TNFα co-treatment inhibited VEGF-165-mediated induction of EC marker
expression (Figure 19A-19E) and inhibited angiogenesis (Figure 19F). Thus, IL-6 and
TNFα are negative regulators of the EC differentiation. Vascular injury initiates a

cascade of events that lead to production of atherogenic mediators such as TNFα
and IL-6. Thus far, our data shows that these secreted mediators could limit the

process of differentiation by inhibiting the upregulation of VEGF R2 and Sox18—
that have been demonstrated to be critical for development of the EC
phenotype. These in vitro outcomes could partly explain why coronary arteries fail to
completely re-endothelialize after BM-derived MSC transplant.
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Figure 18: TNFα negatively regulates VEGF-165 induced VEGF R2 and IL-6R. The
effect of TNFα on VEGF-165-stimulated differentiation of MSCs into ECs was examined.
TNFαR and VEGF R2 mRNA expression was analyzed by RT-PCR (n=3) (A). Sox18
protein levels were measured by Western blot analysis (n=3) (B). Data are shown as
mean ± SD. *p<0.05 vs. naïve MSCs, #p<0.05 MSCs treated with VEGF-165 vs. VEGF165 plus TNFα co-treatment.
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Figure 19: Effect of TNFα on VEGF-165 induced EC phenotype Expression of EC
markers was determined by FACS analysis, and a representative grid is shown (n=3-4)
(C-G). Endothelial tube formation was examined using an angiogenesis assay (n=3) (DH). Experiments were performed with samples taken from independent BM-MSC cultures
from separate miniswines. HUVECs were excluded from statistical analyses. Data are
shown as mean ± SD. *p<0.05 vs. naïve MSCs, #p<0.05 MSCs treated with VEGF-165
vs. VEGF-165 plus TNFα co-treatment.
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3.13. Expression of AT1R and AT2R on naïve MSCs

Next, I determined the effect of Ang II, an atherogenic mediator, on VEGF-165-induced
differentiation.

BM-derived MSCs were cultured in basic EGM-2 control media

containing 10% FBS. Additional BM-derived MSC cultures were stimulated with VEGF165 (2 ng/ml) alone, Ang II (2 ng/ml) alone, or the combination of VEGF-165/Ang II for
24 hrs. Quantitative RT-PCR was used to analyze the mRNA expression of AT1R and
AT2R on treated MSCs. The data reveal that the combination of VEGF-165 and Ang II
produced a greater induction in the mRNA expression of both AT1R and AT2R on
differentiating MSCs than VEGF-165 or Ang II alone (Figure 20A). HUVECs were used
as an independent positive control for endothelial cells. HUVEC AT1R and AT2R
mRNA expression was significantly greater than that of treated or naïve MSCs (Figure
20A). Likewise, AT1R and AT2R expression on MSCs was confirmed by
immunofluorescence (Figure 20B). AT1Rs and AT2Rs were expressed heterogeneously
in the BM-MSC population and, in many cases, co-expressed on the same cell (Figure
20B).
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Figure 20: Effect of VEGF-165 and Ang II treatment on the expression of ATRs. BMderived MSCs were cultured in VEGF-165 (2ng/ml), Ang II (2ng/ml), or combined
VEGF-165/Ang II for 24 hrs. Expression of AT1R and AT2R mRNA was analyzed via
quantitative RT-PCR, and HUVEC cells were used as positive control (A).
Immunostaining demonstrating co-localization of AT1R and AT2R on the cell membrane
of BM-derived MSCs treated with VEGF-165 (2ng/ml) plus Ang II (2ng/ml). AT1R
stained in red co-localized with AT2R labelled in green to produce the characteristic
merge colors (B). One image representative of three independent experiments is shown.
Data are representative of three independent experiments performed from three different
cultures from swine bone marrow. *p<0.05 vs. naïve MSCs. #p<0.05 vs. Ang II-treated
MSCs, n=3.
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3.14. Synergistic effect of VEGF-165 and Ang II on EC phenotype

In contrast to IL-6 or TNFα, co-treatment of BM-derived MSCs with Ang II in
combination with VEGF-165 increased the percentage of cells immunopositive for vWF,
PECAM-1 and VE-Cadherin, compared to VEGF-165 alone (Figure 21A-21E). BMderived MSCs differentiated with Ang II and VEGF-165 also retained the ability to form
capillary tubes (Figure 21F).
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Figure 21: Synergistic effect of Ang II and low-dose VEGF-165 to promote MSC
differentiation into ECs. Co-culture of naïve BM-MSC with VEGF-165 (2ng/ml) and Ang
II (2ng/ml) resulted in significantly increased expression of PECAM-1, vWF, and VE
cadherin (A). Endothelial tube formation was examined using an angiogenesis assay
(n=3) (D-H). Increasing the dose of Ang II in combination with the low dose of VEGF165 did not result in further increase in EC marker expression or number of EC tubes (CD). Note that HUVECs were excluded from the statistical analyses. *p<0.05 vs. naïve
MSCs. #p<0.05 vs. VEGF-165 (2ng/ml)-treated MSCs, n=3
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3.15. AT2R antagonist inhibits Ang II-stimulated EC differentiation

Ang II is capable of transducing its effects via AT1R and AT2R. In order to determine
which receptor is pivotal to Ang II-mediated induction of EC marker expression, we
utilized selective receptor antagonists. Naïve BM-derived MSCs were pre-treated with 5
µM of either inhibitor for 1 hr. Subsequently, the naïve BM-derived MSCs were cultured
in differentiation media containing VEGF-165 (2 ng/ml) and Ang II (2 ng/ml) plus either
1 µM telmisartan or 1 µM PD123319 for 10 days. Our results showed that telmisartan
(10-6 M) slightly diminished immunopositive expression of EC markers with 59±2%
vWF+ cells, 58±1% PECAM-1+ cells, and VE-cadherin+ 57±6% VE-cadherin+ cells
(Figures 22A, 22C). Conversely, PD123319 (10-6 M) significantly attenuated the
induction of EC immunopositive phenotype by Ang II/VEGF-165 to a level of 27±1%
vWF+ cells, 31±3% PECAM-1+ cells, and 28±2% VE-cadherin+ cells (Figure 22B, 22C).
These data strongly support the critical role of AT2Rs in the synergistic effect of Ang II
with VEGF-165 in MSCs differentiation into ECs.
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Figure 22: Effect of antagonists to AT1R and AT2R on immunopositivity for EC
markers. MSCs were pre-treated with either AT1R or AT2R inhibitor and then cultured
with Ang II and VEGF-165. PD123319, an AT2R inhibitor, significantly reduced the
expression of PECAM-1, vWF and VE cadherin (B), whereas, there was significantly less
of an effect with the AT1R inhibitor, telmisartan (A). Note that HUVECs were excluded
from the statistical analyses. *p<0.05 vs. VEGF-165 (2ng/ml) plus Ang II (2ng/ml)treated MSCs. #p<0.05 telmisartan vs. PD123319-treated MSCs, n=6.
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3.16. Ang II combined with VEGF-165 enhances VEGFR-2 and Sox18 expression.

AT2R, but not AT1R, promoted the differentiation of BM-derived MSCs into ECs. Thus,
I investigated the mechanistic contribution of AT2R signaling during co-treatment with
VEGF-165. Compared to VEGF-165 alone, co-treatment of BM-derived MSCs with a
combination of Ang II and VEGF-165 further upregulated the transcription of mRNA to
VEGF R2, and AT2R, and peptides for Sox18 protein (Figure 23A - B). Unlike IL-6 and
TNFα, Ang II is a positive regulator of the EC differentiation and function.
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Figure 23: Ang II supports the EC phenotype: The effect of Ang II on VEGF-165stimulated differentiation of MSCs into ECs was examined. AT2R and VEGFR-2 mRNA
expression was analyzed by RT-PCR (n=3) (A). Sox18 protein levels were measured by
Western blot analysis (n=3) (B). Experiments were performed with samples taken from
independent BM-MSC cultures from separate miniswines. HUVECs were excluded from
statistical analyses. Data are shown as mean ± SD. *p<0.05 vs. naïve MSCs, #p<0.05
MSCs treated with VEGF-165 vs. VEGF-165 plus Ang II co-treatment
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3.17. Ang II opposes IL-6- or TNFα-mediated inhibition of VEGF-165-stimulated
differentiation of MSCs into ECs.

Next, I tested the effects of a combination of atherogenic mediators plus VEGF-165 on
the differentiation of BM-derived MSCs into ECs. From Figure 16 and 17, I observed
that treatment of BM-derived MSCs with IL-6 and VEGF-165 resulted in an inhibition of
the EC differentiation. This was evident by the decrease in VEGF R2, (Figure 16A),
decrease in Sox18 (Figure 16B), decrease in EC markers and tubes (Figure 17A – F).
Interestingly, treatment of naïve BM-derived MSCs with a combination of IL-6, VEGF165, and Ang II resulted in preservation of the EC phenotype—as compared to only IL-6,
and VEGF-165 (Figure 16 and 17 Vs. 24 – 26). The addition of Ang II to differentiation
medium containing VEGF-165 and IL-6 increased the expression of VEGF R2 (Figure
26), Sox18 (Figure 25A), EC markers and tubes (Figure 25B – F). Ang II co-treatment
also restored capillary tube formation that was inhibited by either Il-6 or TNF α (Figure
25). Likewise, these results were extremely similar to when TNFα was used in the place
of IL-6 (Figure 18 and 19 Vs. 24 – 26). Consequently, although a combination of TNF α
and VEGF-165 inhibited VEGF R2 (Figure 18A), Sox18 (Figure 18B), EC markers and
Tubes (Figure 19A – F), supplementation of Ang II into the differentiation medium
resulted in preservation of the EC phenotype. I observed that Ang II countered the effect
of TNFα by restoring VEGF R2 (Figure 26), Sox18 (Figure 25A), EC markers and tubes
(Figure 25B – F).
Thus far, my results demonstrate that Ang II can counter the inhibitory effects of either
IL-6 or TNFα when used alone. Unfortunately, a combination of both IL-6 plus TNFα to
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the combination of VEGF-165 and Ang II resulted in nearly complete inhibition of the
expression of VEGF R2 (Figure 26), Sox18 (Figure 25A), EC markers and tubes (Figure
25B – F). As such, the mRNA data suggest that Ang II enhances the differentiation of
BM-derived MSCs into ECs via supporting the expression of VEGF R2 (Figure 23A) and
Sox18 (Figure 23B). However, Ang II failed to protect VEGF R2 (Figure 26) and Sox18
(Figure 25A) expression during combination treatment with both IL-6 and TNFα. Hence,
the failure of the denuded vascular endothelium to engraft after transplantation of
differentiated ECs may be a result of opposing forces between VEGF-165 and Ang II vs.
IL-6 and TNF α.
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Figure 24: Ang II counteracts IL-6 or TNFα inhibition of EC differentiation. The
combined effects of Ang II, IL-6 and TNFα on VEGF-165-stimulated differentiation of
MSCs into ECs were examined. IL-6 or TNF α mediated inhibition of VEGF-165 induced
EC marker expression was rescued by Ang II (A-F and F). Ang II failed to rescue the
inhibition of combination differentiation when IL-6, TNF α, and VEGF-165 were present
(E, F). Experiments were performed with samples taken from independent BM-MSC
culture from separate miniswines. HUVECs were excluded from statistical analyses.
Data are shown as mean ± SD. *p<0.05 vs. naïve MSCs, #p<0.05 MSCs treated with
VEGF-165 vs. VEGF-165 plus Ang II co-treatment, αp<0.05 vs. MSCs treated with
VEGF-165 and Ang II vs. VEGF-165 and Ang II plus IL-6 and/or TNFα.
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MSCs
+ VEGF-165 (50ng/ml)
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+ TNFα (100pg/ml)
MSCs
+ VEGF-165 (50ng/ml)
+ Ang II (50ng/ml)
+ IL-6 (100pg/ml)
+ TNFα (100pg/ml)

Figure 25: Atherogenic mediators divergently regulate VEGF-165 induced EC
phenotype. Sox18 protein levels were measured by Western blot analysis (n=3) (A).
Expression of EC tubes was determined by angiogenesis assay, and a representative grid
is shown (n=3-4) (B). Experiments were performed with samples taken from independent
BM-MSC cultures from separate miniswines. HUVECs were excluded from statistical
analyses. Data are shown as mean ± SD. *p<0.05 vs. naïve MSCs, #p<0.05 MSCs treated
with VEGF-165 vs. VEGF-165 plus Ang II co-treatment, αp<0.05 vs. MSCs treated with
VEGF-165 and Ang II vs. VEGF-165 and Ang II plus IL-6 and/or TNFα.
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Figure 26: TNFαR, IL-6R, AT2R and VEGFR2 mRNA is differentially regulated by
atherogenic mediators. Expression was analyzed by RT-PCR (n=6) (A). Ang II protected
the expression of VEGF R2 that was inhibited by IL-6 and/or TNF α. Data are shown as
mean ± SD. *p<0.05 vs. naïve MSCs, #p<0.05 MSCs treated with VEGF-165 vs. VEGF165 plus Ang II co-treatment, αp<0.05 vs. MSCs treated with VEGF-165 and Ang II vs.
VEGF-165 and Ang II plus IL-6 and/or TNFα.
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Discussion

Angioplasty often involves endothelial abrasion and the activation and adhesion of
platelets, which are characterized as early thrombotic events (154). Due to its position
and potential to release proliferative agents’ such as endothelial derived growth factor
(212), trombomodulin, and NO (42); the endothelial layer is of outmost significance
when reviewing cardiovascular diseases (43). Concurrently endothelial damage caused by
angioplasty correlates to micro-thrombosis (46, 213). Shortly after thrombosis,
recruitment and adhesion of firstly neutrophils then monocytes, followed by lymphocytes
onto the surface of surgically injured tunica intima soon induces the migration and
proliferation of smooth muscle cells by the secretion of mitogens, cytokines,
lymphokines, and chemokines (46). In addition to thrombotic secretions by the
endothelium, platelets also release platelet derived growth factor (47). PDGF is
chemotactic and mitogenic and can stimulate macrophages, neutrophils, SMCs, and
leukocytes (47, 48). As such, PDGF plays a key role in vascular thrombosis and may also
play a positive role in migration of immune cells (47). Consequently, regeneration of the
ruptured endothelium is of utmost importance to the occurrence and reoccurrence of
cardiovascular disease (214). Despite the current advances in clinical management,
cardiovascular disease remains the leading cause of death in the United States (215, 216).
Atherosclerosis is the most common type of occlusive cardiovascular disease (217, 218).
Current therapies aimed at retarding atherosclerosis are centered on hypolipidemic,
hypoglycemic and anti-hypertensive medications (219, 220). Nonetheless, interventional
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procedures are required when advanced plaques ultimately become occlusive (159).
Balloon angioplasty is the leading procedure used to widen calcified blood vessels (221,
222). However, endothelial cell wasting is a significant problem that leads to re occlusion
at the interventional site (23, 223). The right coronary artery and the left anterior
descending artery are common sites of angioplasty-induced EC loss (96). EC loss leads to
increased risk of re-occlusion myocardial infarction (50) . Interventional procedures such
as DES implantation and CABG are performed to restore coronary artery blood
circulation (224) . However, repeated coronary intervention procedures are taxing on the
existing arteries and the vulnerable endothelium (87, 225). Currently, human clinical
trials using stem cell-based treatments have been performed in conjunction with balloon
angioplasty (89). However, only a small fraction of the differentiated ECs engraft after
transplantation (226). Consequently, clinical outcomes based on the therapeutic
applications of MSCs in patients with CAD reveal incomplete re-endothelialization of the
surgical site (227, 228). As such, we focused our research on the impediments to
endothelium engraftment by differentiated MSCs. In the current study, I proposed and
investigated a novel pathway that underlies differentiation of MSCs into ECs (Figure
27).
I demonstrate that angioplasty-induced injury initiates a cascade of events that leads to
the production of atherogenic mediators by the sub-endothelial layer (Figure 3). As such,
these products are a mixture of both harmful and protective factors. For instance, VEGF
upregulated at the site of injury is responsible for vascular homeostasis. VEGF stimulates
EC proliferation and the recruitment of peripheral stem cells to the site of vascular injury
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(39). Similarly, our data show that VEGF-165 induced the robust differentiation of BMderived MSCs into ECs (Figure 5).
In order to identify other mediators at the site of intervention, I examined coronary
arteries taken from microswine that underwent balloon angioplasty. Immunohistofluorescence revealed that the LCXs which received angioplasty were highly
immunopositive for Ang II (Figure 3A), TNFα (Figure 3C), and IL-6 (Figure 3E). The
staining of these factors was prominent in the medial layer of microswine coronary
arteries post-angioplasty. Healthy control arteries displayed little to no basal levels of
Ang II (Figure 3B), TNFα (Figure 3D), or IL-6 (Figure 3F). The results indicate that
IL-6, TNF α, and Ang II levels are increased in coronary arteries post-angioplasty. The
next step was to examine the effects of these atherogenic mediators on EC differentiation.
IL-6 and TNFα inhibited VEGF-165-induced differentiation of BM-derived MSCs into
ECs and capillary tube formation (Figure 16 -19). However, Ang II and VEGF-165
produced a cooperative increase in markers of EC phenotype (Figure 21 and 22). Cotreatment of Ang II and VEGF-165 with either IL-6 or TNFα restored expression of EC
markers and capillary tube formation (Figure 24). Effects on EC marker expression
directly correlated with levels of VEGFR-2 and the transcription factor Sox18 (Figure 24
and 25). Thus, IL-6 and TNF α oppose VEGF-165 signaling and interrupt EC
differentiation. Also, angiotensin receptor signaling opposes IL-6 and TNFα-related
pathways. While AT1R signaling is considered pro-atherogenic (195), Ang II-activated
AT2R signaling may be beneficial to endothelial repair. In evidence of this, our study
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demonstrated that Ang II-activated AT2R contributes to the expression of VEGF R2—
which supports vascular homeostasis.
VEGF R2 is the cognate receptor to VEGF-165 (38). As such, the expression of VEGF
R2 is essential to VEGF-165-induced differentiation. We found that VEGF-165 regulated
signaling governs transcriptional changes that trigger EC differentiation (Figure 11-15).
Sox proteins are high mobility group (HMG) box transcription factors that are expressed
in mesodermal tissues during all stages of embryonic development (229, 230). The
regulation of members of Sox family in undifferentiated cells contributes to
cardiovascular lineage specification (231, 232). My data demonstrate that in response to
Sox18 modulation: i) VEGF R2 expression was increased; ii) EC functionality was
maintained; iii) EC markers vWF, PECAM-1 and VE are Cadherin were induced on
differentiating BM-derived MSCs. Furthermore, I discovered that Sox18 overexpression
can upregulate VEGF R2 on naïve BM-derived MSCs. Therefore, Sox18 regulates the
transcriptional program that triggers the differentiation of BM-derived MSCs into ECs
and is critical to EC function and maturation.
To date, there is no drug that can actively regrow or repair injured endothelium (233).
Our studies demonstrate that current clinical protocols for the use of differentiated ECs in
the treatment of CAD can be improved. AT2R-specific agonists, IL-6R and TNFα-R
blockers, and other anti-inflammatory compounds are candidates for improving
endothelium engraftment after MSC transplant. These outcomes could aid in the
development of new therapies geared towards endogenous EC differentiation and stem
cell transplants in CAD.
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Drug eluting stents (DES) are made up of a metallic core primed with the
pharmacological agent and encapsulated outer layer of biocompatible polymer. The
encapsulating layer permits a synchronized release of the anti-proliferative agent and
inhibits an immunological response. Commonly used metallic struts include stainless
steel, alloys of cobalt and chrome, tantalum, and nitinol (75, 234) . The inception DES
has led to improvement of quality of life of CAD patients by reducing incidence of
restenosis and increase the rate of revascularization. However, it is also paramount to
note that the antiproliferative nature of the elutants are not specific towards SMC and
thus, deleterious towards other vascular cells most importantly endothelial cells which are
important for vascular remodeling (75). As such, endothelial cells can face the same
cellular conditions as smooth muscle cells. There is evidence that suggests that delayed re
endothelialization is responsible for a significant increase in late stent thrombosis in
patients who received DES as compared to those with simple BMS implants (75). Hence,
growing concerns about the efficacy of outer stent polymer has created an increase in
research focus around biocompatibility (114). In an effort to promote DES
biocompatibility and sufficient endothelial cell regeneration, Blindt et al., (2006),
experimented with stent coated with integrin-binding cyclic Arg-Gly-Asp peptide
(cRGD) and found a significant decrease in neointimal formation accompanied by
accelerates endothelialization alongside increased endothelial progenitor cells (132)
(EPCs). Estrogen replacement therapy has also been reported to improve reendothelialization with the concomitant improvement of the impaired NO production
(235). Other stents coats which have been experimented with include Gold (236), carbon
(75) and silicon (234). However, follow up experiments and updated publications seem to
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be lacking around these coats. Concurrently, dual drug eluting stents (DDES), that
combine anti-proliferative and anti-thrombotic qualities have been tested against in-stent
restenosis but we think that the results seem to be limited by short frame of time in which
the experiments were conducted and sample size (237). Another challenge facing DES is
the metallic strut left behind after effusion of the anti-proliferative agent. The naked
metallic strut has been reported induce a late allergic response and thus a second wave of
inflammation (132). Thus, we believe that regardless of the strut material, the
transplanted differentiated ECs will face a challenging environment when transplanted
back to the stent. Thus, components such as the biocompatible integrin-binding cyclic
Arg-Gly-Asp complex, designed by Blindt et al., (2006), can serve as a good inner strut
surface for in stent re endothelialization (132). Researchers, clinicians, and industrial
groups are constantly improving on elutant and delivery technology in a bid to
consistently remit SMC hyperplasia (75, 79, 132). Needless to say—DESs still inhibit the
process of endothelialization (96).
Currently, antiplatelet therapy and HMG-coA reductase inhibitors (cholesterol lowering
drugs) are usually the first line of treatment for patients with occlusive CVD (238).
However, diseased vessels eventually fail at directing blood to target sites, and this leads
to myocardial hypoxia and an eventual infarction (18, 24). Balloon angioplasty with
stenting is the leading interventional procedure used to widen occluded blood vessels (65,
89). However, in stent restenosis after successful stent placement ranges from 6 to 30%
of total patients and increases the likelihood that patients will need further surgical
procedures (13, 239). A significant proportion of vascular restenosis after reperfusion is
in-part caused by mechanical and or biochemical endothelial cell wasting (13). The
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eroded endothelium provides a catalyst for platelet activation and thrombosis. The
morphology of the endothelium after stent placement typically reveals microinjuries and
exposed basement membrane tissue bereft of anti-thrombotic function. The site of
angioplasty then becomes a very attractive site for increased adherence of circulating
cells—leading to restenosis. Thus, even though stenting can delay restenosis (240), the
loss of endothelial cells leads to in stent thrombosis which activates the inflammatory
cascade, and together both pathologies cause intimal hyperplasia leading to angina and
eventual myocardial infarction (41, 102, 103). Therefore, regeneration of the EC layer is
critical to preventing restenosis and the recurrence of myocardial infarction.
Therefore, the failure of blood vessels to re endothelialize after surgical intervention is a
major cause of vascular pathologies including thrombosis (22), intimal hyperplasia (214),
and restenosis (132). The vascular endothelial layer expresses vWF, VE-cadherin and
PECAM-1 and grows as a monolayer in a process influenced by several paracrine
regulatory growth factors (41). In particular, VEGF is a highly specific positive regulator
of normal EC growth (102). As functional barrier, the endothelium is semi-permeable,
and controls the transfer of small, medium, and large sized molecules across its single
layer of cells (94). Endothelial cells exert significant paracrine and endocrine effects on
the underlying smooth muscle cells, adventitia cells, and circulating blood cells (212).
Replacement of damaged ECs can lead to decreased adherence of circulating cells that
cause re occlusion of the artery (113).
In summary, MSC therapy continues to be explored as a potential method for accelerating
EC repair (129). MSCs are multipotent cells capable of differentiating into cells of the
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mesodermal lineage (103). Indeed, our data demonstrates that VEGF can induce
differentiation of MSCs into ECs. Consequently, expression of VEGF in injured vascular
endothelium can induce differentiation of MSCs into EC, and this phenomenon can be
extrapolated and enhanced to produce autologous ECs (41, 102, 103). Subsequently,
differentiated ECs can be transplanted back into the angioplastied niche, where they
proliferate, endothelialize, and colonize the stent. Although clinical trials with some types
of MSCs have already begun (77) ; some of these trials have either been suspended or
restricted by significant molecular challenges (89). In this investigation, I demonstrated
that adult MSCs possess the potential to induce the regeneration of the endothelium.
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Figure 27: Summary of the interactions among receptors and signaling pathways during
the differentiation of BM-MSCs into ECs.
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In conclusion, my results provide greater insight into the processes that guide BMderived MSC differentiation into ECs. With continued improvements, my pathway
(Figure 27) may prove to have vital applications in the use of BM-derived MSCs for the
treatment of CAD. Further in vivo experiments are warranted to determine the
combinatorial effects of the aforementioned agents in tandem with MSCs or
differentiated ECs and their therapeutic potential in occlusive cardiovascular disease
intervention.
Limitations of the study

While this investigation provides a new and exciting molecular mechanism for the
differentiation of BM-derived MSCs into ECs, there are limitations to this study. It will
be important to utilize an animal model to investigate transplantation of Ang II and/or
atherogenic mediator induced ECs in response to vascular injury. Additionally, we were
unable to address the effect of drug therapies such as ARBs and statins on EC
differentiation. Patients are normally on these drugs during the transplant process and
most like will remain on them throughout the re endothelialization phase.
Future directions

Although VEGF-165 differentially regulated both Sox 9 and Sox 18, I believe that this
expression pattern did not influence the differentiation of BM-derived MSCs into ECs.
Translocation of Sox proteins from the nucleus to the cytoplasm is indicative of active
functionality (180). From the immunofluorescent stain, Sox9 appeared to be exclusively
expressed in the nucleus, whereas Sox18 staining was also expressed in the cytoplasm
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(Figure 8). Furthermore, I observed that VEGF-165 treatment correlated to a decrease in
Sox10. Although, Sox10 was noticeably down-regulated through the course of BMderived MSC differentiation (Figure 6), a collaborative decrease in Sox10 with VEGF
has been rigorously demonstrated to be potent regulators of peripheral nerve
differentiation (183, 184). Further, Yuen et. al., (2014), recently demonstrated that
increase in Sox10 expression during MSC differentiation overwhelmingly redirects
MSCs to differentiate into nerve tissue (183, 184). Therefore, even though Sox10 was
differentially regulated in the presence of VEGF-165, previous evidence already suggests
that Sox10 played a negligible role in EC specification. Hence, I decided to disregard
Sox10 but proceed with Sox9 and Sox18.
Our current studies highlight the need to further investigate the potential for drug
therapies to modulate endogenous EC differentiation and endogenous production of
atherogenic mediators at the site of vascular intervention and injury. Further investigation
is needed into the effects of AT2R-specific agonists on repair of damaged endothelium.
Likewise, further investigation is needed into the effects of anti-inflammatory drugs (i.e.
IL-6R blockers and TNFα-R blockers) on transplantation of differentiated ECs to
damaged blood vessels. It is our hope that continued efforts to design therapies aimed at
restoring endothelial function will improve the management of human vascular diseases.
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